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Jaycee fair
to be earlier;
events planned
The Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee Fair will be held earlier
than usual this year, according to
George Hodge.
The Fair Queen Beauty Pageant
will kick off the fair May 27.
However, the official opening of
the fair will be at 2 p.m. May 30. It
will run through June 4.
The program during that week
will include Little Miss and Mr.
Pageant and a fireworks display,
Monday; demolition derby, Tuesday; horse show, Friday; and
motorcycle races, Saturday.
Wednesday and Thursday still are
open.
Don Lovett again will be in
charge of the fair catalog. The
1982 catalog won first place in the
state.

Authorities continue
search for escapees
from Eddyville
EDDYVILLE. Ky. ( AP
—
Authorities continued a search today for two inmates who escaped
from the Kentucky State Penitentiary after locking a supervisor
and the rest of a work detail into a
supply room.
The escapees were identified as
Bobby Cole, 211, of Hillsboro, Ohio,
and Johnny K. Sullivan, 23. of
Nicholasville.
The work detail was using cutting equipment to renovate a
caboose at the Eddyville facility
when the escape occurred, officials said Wednesday.
After locking the supervisor and
the other workers into the supply
room, the inmates "cut into the
control center and out of the institution." said Maj. Robert Hendricks of the prison security force.
Lyon County Sheriff Rudy Higgins said a community building
and a service station in the Eddyville area were broken into
Tuesday night "We think it was
the two who escaped," he said
Prison spokesman Jack Woods
said the supervisor and six inmates were doing renovation
work in Cenhouse 5, which is not
occupied, when the two broke out
about 8:15 p.m.
Tat
"They did it with a cutting
torch," Hendricks mid "The
crew was cutting out an old locking system to be replaced with a
new locking system and they had
the cutting equipment in the unit."
"They pulled • weapon on the
supervisor and forced him and the
other inmates into the supply
room," he said.
The weapon was a sharpened
scrriedriver. said Deputy Warden
Mike Sattaberg.
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Unfair to business

City schools
awarded
accreditation
The Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, through its
Commission on Elementary
Schools, has awarded continuing
accreditation to Murray Independent School District by action
taken during the associations annual meeting in Atlanta in
December.
Robert GIM Jeffrey. superintendent of the district, said Wednesday that the district has been -Ai-credited for many years and must
submit forms to be reviewed annually for continuation of accreditation.
Jeffrey reports that all the
district's programs, instructors
and facilities are reviewed in consideration for continuation. •
Through accreditation.- school
staff and faculty. members will
benefit by knowing that conditions
for teaching in accredited schools
meet certain standards and that
efforts are continuously made to
improve these conditions.
Citizens are assured of accountability and of Value for their tax
dollars through the process of
standard setting and the regular
reevaluation of SACS member in.stttutions. Communities with accredited schools can be confident
that their institutions compare
favorably with others in the
region.
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Reagan suggests
abolishing tax \
By The Associated
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SCHOLARSHIP DRIVE BEGINS — Donna Herndon (left) director of Alumni Affairs at Murray. State
University and Bill- Kopperud, chairman of the Century Clab's Calloway County fund drive, presented
volunteer solicitors with assignments and information today at the kick-off gathering for the drive. About 25
community volunteers and 3freampus volunteers will aim at the club's goal of 100 contributors from both the
community and the campus. Herndon reported at the meeting that $2,000 has already been received for this
year's fund.
Staff photo by Ruth Ann COmba

Kick-offs start scholarship fund drive
for Century Club at Murray State,
By RUTH ANN-COMBS
Staff Writer
Murray State University's, Century Club officially begins its
scholarship fund drive today in
Calloway County and on the
university's campus.
A kick-off gathering of approximately 20 volunteers was held
this morning and strategy was
reviewed for the money-raising effort.
Bill Kopperud, chairman of the
drive in Calloway County, along
with Donna Herndon, director of
Alumni Affairs at NISU, presided
over the meeting of volunteers,
issued assignments and answered
questions from those present.
Herndon expressed her appreciation to all volunteers and
stressed thi importance of attracting students to MSU.
An on-campus kick-off was held
at noon today to inform campus
volunteers of the procedures
followed during the campaign.
Chairman of the campus drive is
Jim Hall.
Herndon explains that the (.1entury Club scholarship program
originated and is sponsored
through the alumni association to
help students obtain education at
MSU.
The club is made up of individuals who contribute $100 or
more to the scholarship program.
The goal of the club this year is
to solicit 100 contributors from the

community and 100 from the campus.
Herndon reported that $2,000
has already been received for this
year's fund.
The. scholarships, awarded in
amounts of $500, are granted to incoming freshmen. All incoming
freshmen-are eligible to apply and
applicants are reviewed bs the
Alumni Association Scholarship
Committee Scholarships are
granted on the basis of the
students' high school academic
and service records.
"Since the establishment of the
club in 1967, we have raised over
$390.000 in scholarship funding
that has been awarded to 806
students,- Herndon said
Until last year all of the money
collected in a specific year was
awarded in that year, but the
alumni council is now putting a
percentage of the funds raised into
a perpetual Century Club fund.
Under this long-range plan.
Herndon says, a Century Club gift
will continually benefit the program through generated interest
rather than being Just a temporary benefit.
Herndon added that as an extra
incentive to contributors the
university board of regents is now
offering Matching funds to this
scholarship program
This matching incentive money
from the regents applys to new
contributors, previous con-

tributors who may have missed a
year .or more and to regular contributors who donate over $100
An example Of the latter situation. explains Herndon, would be
regular $100 contributor who
chooses to donate $150 this year,
the board would then match that
additional $50:
Kopperuel _and Hertideit surged
volunteer solicitors 'to -Stress to
contributorn& and potential- contributors the tax advantages of
donating to this program
All
donations are completely tax
deductible." Herndon said
Herndon informed volunteers of
a program new to the drive this
year which will allow contributors
to pay on a monthly basis instead
of all at once. ..
Pre-authorized monthly giving,
as the program is called, allows
the deduction of your monthly
donation from sour checking account on the same day each
month. The transaction will be
shown on banks' monthly checking aceount statements and a
cancelled draft is included in the
statement with other cancelled
checks Herndon added that the
contribution can bw stopped or the
amount • changed immediately
Upon request from the contributor
It %« as emphasized at today's
meeting that all money collected
will be used in the scholarship
(Continued On Page 2.

SocialSecurity may
need another quick fix

cloudy, cool
Today mostly cloudy and
cool. High from 35 to 40. Northeast winds 5 to 15 mph.
Tonight a slow decrease in
cloudiness and colder. Low
from the lower to middle 20a.
Light winds Friday mostly
sunny and warmer. High in the
mid or upper 40s South winds
10 to 15mph.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
. ....354.9
Kentucky Lake
354.9

By CHRISTOPHER CON N
but it was not part of the comAssociated Press Writer
promise
Meanwhile, 1)emocratic conWASHINGTON i A I'•
'The
$168 billion Social Security rescue .tressional leaders edged away
plan might still leave the system from their earlier suggestions to
vulnerable to crisis in a few years, link the proposed six-month delay
the executive director of the in this year's coat-of-living increase for retirees to a similar
reform commission says
Robert J. Myers says as a postponement of an income tax
cut for high-income earners
result. .Congress may want to
House Speaker Thomas P
move fader than the commission
O'Neill Jr.. 1)-Mass., said this tacrecommended in changing the
tic would be "an injustice to the
cost-of-living formula to help
golden agers and senior citizens,"
Social Security weather hard
but added he will seek other ways
times.
to repeal this July's tax cut or to
Myers expressed his views aln limit the tax break for the
the package for the first tune
wealthy
Wedneedey in an interview with
Washington Post-ABC News
Associated Press. He called
reported today said that
The plan "a great forwild step," Americans are deeply split over
but said there's still room for im- the proposed Social Security
provement
reforms. it said that a majority or
A bill embodying all of the plurality of those surveyed oppospanel's bipartisan proposals was ed each of the three elements of
introduced in the Senate Wednes- the program that would increase
day by Sens. Robert Dole, 11-Kan.., Social Security taxes.
Daniel Patrick Moynihan, D;N.Y.
It found that a majority supand John Heinz, R-Pa
ported three other elements inDole introduced a separate cluding federal workers under the
amendment raising the normal system, postponing July cost-ofage of retirement from 63 to II by living increases for pensioners
the year 2015 A majority of the and increasing benefits for those
conuniasion backed that move, who delay retirement past 65.
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Aides dismiss remarks
about corporate taxes
By MAUREEN SANTINI
Associated Press Writer
• WASHING-lc INt Al', Surpris
ed. Whitt- !louse aides say they're
.not-sermusly eoreddeting" fires:
lent Reagan 's' suggestion that
corporate income taxes by
iibolished. describing it aN Just
SOSIIrttling lie threw out
Reagan, in a nierting wtth
businessmen in Boston Wedlics
day . remarked off4014,-cuff that
the - corporate tax is unfair to
American business and "there
really isn't any justification tot
it., •
liii aides seemed taken aback
!WM PIM ty` considering_it." said David H 11ergeo th,
president's assistant for coin
munications

e's iii, 'dad% . therc.S

plan It's Just something lit' threw
out
said I arr.% Speakes. the
deputy Kt's', 'si- r,'t,irs
It was
nothing that had et er been
dis, ussed at the While House
iteagan told rep,,rters hi. did not
plan Its sill/Mit legislation to
abolish the tax but added I said
it was something to stud', and look
.it
Sprakes said pone ;A lf thy White
House staff who .1, • ouip.i med
1.41:agan to Boston heard Into make
the suggestion ..,turine a Pohl',
IltretItIg with the Massachusetts
High tech Council. a gr,,up of high
trehnology businesses
Iteagan's comments ante at
the end sit .1 lulli boon trip that
t Continued I hi Page 2

Ex-Murray,'Boma star
remembers'The Bear'
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Legendary Alabama football coach Paul Beat !try ant died
Wednesday of a heart attack. leaving a void in the hearts of all of his
followers.
His players. coaches, fans considered him the pinnacle of collegiate football success-and his affect on almost everyone he came in
contact with will not soon be forgotten '
One Murrayan. Steve Doran. agrees
Doran, a player under Bryant from 1966-71, reflected on his
association with the 'Hama coach in a telephone interview this morn
ing from Henderson. Ky
"It was a great shock, it great loss to all of us who knew him,
Doran said. "I heard the news late yesterday afternoon and I was
shocked. The man led a great life and he went out like a champ"
Doran was in the Crunson Tide program for five years, one as a
redshirt. after graduating from Murray High Recruited- as a
quarterback. Doran was move4,1 to defensive safety, tackle, and eventually he settled into his niche as a tight end in Bryant's famous
Wishbone attack
"We went through some lean years when I was there." Doran
recalled. "but he always taught us if we got knocked down to get back
up. He'd say if you kept trying and never quit it would finally pay off
for you someday."
The Murray prep standout said he was impressed with Bryant and
the Alabama program from the beginning and so were his parent',
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Doran.909 Sycamore
411put that was the Bear's way -- impressive, yet totally sincere
"He took over in a parent's way when we were down there He kept
a close tab on all his players If we needed advice he was there to give
It to us, just like•parent.
"He taught us how to act around other people things like no taking our sportscoats off at dinner and being gentlemen at all times,"
Doran said. "He exemplified the right way things were supposed to
be done. He taught class and pride and hever give up. I'll never
forget him."
The Bear's pupil excused himself for a moment, not needing to explain the lumpin his throat.
"I was surprised, hearing about Coach, but I knew he hadn't been
In good health lately. I saw him, about a year and a half ago in
Tuscaloosa. and at that time he wasn't In the best of health. He *as a
brave man,but I guess his Urns had come."
(Continued on Page )
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ry Club..., Continued From Page 11

... Contuiued From Page 1

began with stops at a minonty job
training center, computer factory
and an In& pub, where he took
one sip of beer
Reagan wound up at the
Millipore Corp.. in Bedford.
Mass..for a meeting with the High
Tech Council. He dropped Pus surprise suggestion at the end of the
long session in a crowded room
with an ulademuite sound system
Seated at a table with about 15
businessmen, the president said
"I realize that there will be a
great stirring and
probably

kick myself for having said this. levying a 44 percent tax On corbut when are we all going to have porate profits and taxing
the courage to point out dist in our dividends as well amounts to doutax structure theicorporate tax is ble taxation of corporations.
very hard to justify its ex- , The Office of Management and
istence'"
Budget estimated last July that
Instead, he said, corporate pro- corporate income taxes would
fits should be distnbuted to yield $51.3 billion in the current
stockholders in the form of fiscal year, ending next Sept. 30.
lividends. The stockholders then and will secant for f percent of
would pay tax on the income
all federal tax revenues. The corSome business leaders .have porate share of federal tax
raised that suggestion in the past. receipts has been declining in recontending the current system of cent years

fund. Administrative costs, including postage, printing And perare the responeibility of
the Alumni Association.
Anyone wishing to contribute to
this scholarship fund in any way is
urged to contact either the Alumni
Affairs office or any member of
the Century Club.
Herndon said that scholarship
applications for incoming
•freshmen are available from their
high school guidance councelor.
Murray State School Relations office or the Alumni Affairs office.
Scholarships will be awarded in

mid-March.
In additional explanation of the
program, Herndon said it is the
feeling of the Alumni Association
that -if we can attract freshmen
to Murray State University, they
will like whet they dud here and
will find a way to stay."
She feels that it is a challenge to
the members of the community to
continue the good health of the
university. "Ow. parents and
grandparents left us a legacy and
we have an obligation to them to
see this legacy continued," she
said

Conditions of earthquake, after-shocks described
EDITOR'S NOTE -- The
following article is part of a series
concerning earthquakes and
preparedness in the event of a
natural disaster Future articles
concerning earthquakes will deal
with descriptive historical
damages and measures to be
taken for safety within the home.
On the morning of DeC 16. 1811,
about two 0,1'lock, began the first
of many shocks and tremors Iflur
region According to James 1.41
Penick. Jr 's book. The New
Madrid Earthquakes. Revised
Edition7 one of the most vivid
descriptions of the historical action was recorded by John Bradbury, a naturalist traveling on the
Mississippi River enroute to St
Louis.
Bradbury's descriptions of the
happeniggs on this date include:.he was awakened. by "a most
tremendous noise". "all nature
seemed running into chaos:" Ile

stated that wildfowl were screaming, trees were snapping and
cracking, there was a sound of a
hard violerft wind, but no wind was
present The most dominating
sound was one similar to thunder.
yet more vibrating and hollow
According to his records. Bradbury's crew ounted twenty -seven
shocks by ilaylight
The epicenter 'area where the
quake action comes to surface
has been described as New
Madrid since the little village was
devastated, but the actual
epicenter of the first series, of
shocks was located in northeastern Arkansas Over the next
few months shocks were fell in the
southeast, in the middle seaboard
states, in the New England area,
as far north as lk-troit and Quebec
and south to New Orleans The.
area within which tremors could
be felt without instruments was
approximatek one. million square

A Louisville engineer, Jared
Brooks recorded a total of 1,874
shocks between Dec. 16, 1811. and
Morch IS, 1112. From this total
number he rated 10 as severe, 35
as moderate but alarming, and
the rest were not so severe
According to records there were
three sequences of shocks On
Jan. 23 - the second series began.
and it was believed by many to be
as severe as the December activity The hard shocks were said to
have began on Feb 7, completing
the sequence
Other descriptive measures to
describe what took place were
the heavens were serene and calm
with no air stirring, then within
five minutes total darkness
engulfed the area and the atmosphere was impregnated by a
vapor odor which was very
disagreeable, producing
respiratory difficulties It was difficult to maintain balance as the
earth swayed in motion of about

twelve inches to and fro. Each of
them descriptions if experienced
could create.a very strong passion
of fear in mankind.
After the action took place people began to look back into the recent months for signs from worldly happenings and nature which
might have given them clues,
hints or suggestions of this event.
The nation was bitterly divided
over war with Great Britian. the
American army in November had
fought a great battle with the Indians at Tippecanoe. flooding conditions had been experitmced in
the spring in the Ohio and
Mississippi valleys, in September
a brilliant comet appeared and
shone through the fall and early
into the following year. There was
a reoccur-trig and intermittent
fever in the autumn of people living in the Ohio and -Mississippi
valley regions, strange refnictions of the sun were observed the
previous spring and the sun par-

belly visible, took on a dull and
fiery redness color
According to one account,
nature also obeyed a universal impulse and countless squirrels
began to leave the Ohio valley
region to travel South. The forest
inhabitants that fall were filled
with a restless apprehensible
spirit. It seemed that the
creatures of -the--wild were more
tuned in to the directions of the
Universe than mankind with his
intellectual mind. They had
received the word to go forth,
obeyed it and no obstacles seemed
to slow their extraordinary movement.
Recent research has indicated
that major quakes occur in this
region on'an average of every six
hundred years. There is a 7 percent chance that a major quake
will occur in any fifty-year period.
Twelve million people now reside
in the greatest damage area of the
1811-1812 quakes.

Quality comes firit at Winchester Printing
Ask Charles three what he's
ust proud if in -his business
and he'll answer quo kly
-dependability " The Ini.sitiess
is Winchester Vrinting Service-,

Int . 101 N 4th St which he has
.,w ned sin, e I ieceniber of 1976,
hen he 1.,iight out forTner
,buner .1(e l'at Win( nester
The %furi,i printing facility
•

ii

Charles Olree, owner of Winchester Printing Services Inc.,
center, checks the quality of a piece of work with Hal Winchester,
as Cordie McDougal. foreground, adjusts a printing prem.

is an operating entity of Olree
Inc , as is Printing Services
Inc in Benton.
When Olree bought the firm,
he brought with him a par- .
Ocular business philosophy
"We try to operate like we
want others to treat us," he explains. "So, we try hard to do
the best commercial work on
an economical and timely
basis"
And that, he explains, includes keeping up with the
Latest treads in technology and
customer needs. For example,
in iaddition to the usual printing
of statements, labels, packing
labels, tags, booklets, newsletters and campaign materials,
the business is stocking combination forms for use in computers Additionally, the firm
will provide imprinted stock
forms and can provide
customized forms
As another example, the
firm
has a completely .
automated system for booklet
binding "In fact," Olree says,
•'there's nobody even in
Paducah who can do that the
way we do"
The corporation now has 16
employees in Murray and five
in Benton Together they are
doing a wider variety of work,
more process color, more

advertising and,. promotional
type work They do Just about*
anything in the printing line,
from conception through binding
Olree has been in the printing
industry for more than 33
years, and was training director and vice president for
manufacturing for Baird Ward
in Nashville. one of the largest
commercial printers in the
south
He also has taught printing at
Arkansas State. Carnegie
University. Ferris State and
Wayne State. and was dean of
the Southern School of Printing
'We do take a lot of pride in
our work," he emphasizes.
"We do what we say we'll do,
when we say we'll do it. That
means a lot to us - and our
customers"

I)OWTt)WX SHOPPING CENTER
Bank of Murray
Full Servo e hank
101 S th '.iJ 1893

Beale Hardware
mtipIrtr Ii.srlw.i rr
214 Wain
.54:1

Blackford House Gallery
Print" and Frame Shop
118 Maui, 7334101

Boone's Laundry
and Cleaners
005 Main 733-25.51

'

Court Square AnUques
Quilts, Primitives, Glassware
1185 Sth, 753-700

Murray Supply Co.
Hardware and Plumbing
200E Main, 7334301

Thurman Furniture
Complete Home Furnishings
E Main. 7.23-443I

Graham & Jackson
men's('touting and Furnishing'
414 Main, 7534231

National Store
Department Store
an Main. 75.1-3011

Twin Lakes Office Products
Office Supplies and Furniture
3141 Italic 7334121
-

Holland Drugs
Preacnptions, Medical Supplies
10OS 4th. 733-14412

Paglial's Phu
Italian Restaurant
510 Main, 7S3-21/73

Wallis Drug Co.
Prescription Service
111 Mak,, 7343-1272

Parker Ford
Auto Sales and Service
710 Main, 733-4773

Ward-Elkins
Home Appliances. Was& fiarrko
111 !Wank. 713-1713

Home Federal Savings
& Loan Assn.
! 1301 Maim 73,4

Bright's
Women's Apparel
110.5' 1th. 7i34123s

Lerman'5
Department Store
/WS 3(11. 753-1247

Carter Studio
Creative l'holography
300 Main. 7534200

Littleton's
Women'. Apparel
101 Main, 733-482

Peoples Bank
Full Service Banking
SOO Main, 7334121

WNBS-WAAW
AM & iris Radio
110S Stb, MaiMO

Corn-Austin Co.
Men's and Women's Apparel
ICJ Main. 733-2477

Mademoiselle
Women's Apparel
fit S 4th. TWIN
qir

Purdom's Inc.
Furniture, Westinghouse
Appliances
SMS. 5th. 733-072

WS.IP
AM Country & W astarn Radio
110Diesaid Dnve, 714.14109

Murray Appliance
Gemara! Electric Appliances
212F. Main. 73,1-1100

Settle-Workman Co.
Department Store
Xi Main. 712-21I7

- Parker's Food Market
Complete Supermarket
2105 ath. 753-MIS

Winchester Printing Saratoga
Complete Printing Serv ices
1a2 N 4th,7531X7

The Murray Ledger k Times
will be featuring individuals who
have supported the university
through the efforts of the Century
allh throughout the club's local
fund drive which ends Feb. 12.

Department burns
dilapidated house
The Murray City Fire Department Thursday morning burned a
dilapidated house on N. 4th Street
at the request of its owner
The destruction of the house
served two purposes according to
a spokesman for the City Planning
and Zoning Commission. The fire
provided a training session for
members of the fire department
and also spared the owner the expense of having the structure
demolished.
The blaze was started and extinguished with no unexpected problems,according to reports.

•

Art guild announces
critique by Jackson
The Murray Art Guild announces a critique by Richard
Jackson to be Tuesday, Feb. 1, at
6.30 p.m. in guild headquarters at
103 North Sixth St.
Jackson, former director of the
Clara Eagle -Gallery of Murray
State University, invites all persons who attended his workshop in
the fall and all guild members to
participate.
The director urged persons to
bring some work upon which they
wish to. receive constructive
criticism to the Tuesday meeting.

Block believes farmers
shore president's view
By DON!KENDALL
AP Farm Writer
WASHINGTON (API — Agriculture Secretary
John R. Block says he believes mliny farmers and
rural people share President. Reagan's view that
"America is on the mend."
"When you go across the country, there's an Unproved attitude in rural America today." Block said
Wednesday.
"I just feel that there's a lot of hope, if we'll just
Look to the future and hang in there tough and see
this thing turn around for us."
High interest rates, which have been "just
devastating to agriculture." have droppe
.d sharply,
he said.
"I think that rural America is quite aware that we
are taking a very aggressive approach to our export
markets and we're moving ahead with those —
we're not going to be soft," Block said. "We're going to compete,even in difficult times."
Another reason for optimism is that inflation has
been reduced, Block told a group of farm editors in
a telephone interview. Last year, he said,the cost of
producing crops on U.S.farms increased only Vs to
3 percent, "the smallest increase, I suppose, in
about 20 years."
This year, Block said, costs of crop production
may not increase at all — or by only a small
amount, perhaps no more than 2 percent.
Despite Block's optimism about things getting
better — a view he has expressed consistently since
joining the Cabinet two years ago_ there are indications that it may be another year or more
before broad-scale improvements are seen in
agriculture.
Net farm income, reported by the Agriculture
Department was down in 1962 for the third straight
year. Preliminary figures put net income last year
at about $19 billion, down from $19.6 billion in 1961,
$114.4 billion in 1980, and $26.7 billion in 1979 — when
It rose from $25.6 billion in 1978.
The USDA has not forecast net farm income for
1963 but sources have said that a range of $15 billion
to $19 billion appears likely, based on the current
situation.

Safety of kerosene heaters
debated by consumer groups
By CAROLE FELDMAN
Associated Press Writer
WASH/NGTON(API— The debate over the safety of portable kerosene heaters continued today
with consumer groups and the industry squaring off
at a hearing before the Consumer Product Safety
Commission.
On the eve of the hearing, a manufacturer of
kerosene heaters and the National Kerosene Heater
Association contended that independent studies had
shown that consumers are not endangered by emissions from the heaters.
"Emissions are low enough that they do not present a general health hazard," Bruce PeraNie,
chairman of the association's Air Quality Group,
said Wednesday.
Dr. Harold Smith, Kirro-Sun Inc 's vice president
for applied engineering, said the emissions "are so
low as to be barely measurable and well within
every health standard ever established."
At a briefing for reporters, the pair disputed &finding by Consumer Reports that kerosene heaters it
tasted produced "potentially hazardous levels" of
nitrogen dioxide. sulfur dioxide and other toxic
games.
Smith said the studies commoned by the
dustry found *awoke levels la to 45 times lower
than those reported by Consumer Reports last October.
Consumers Wien, which publishes the magazine,
wassued by Karbala over the article.
David C. Berliner, assistant director of Consumers Union, ..id he hid not awe thh industry
Mem bet "we Joel extremely confident in standing by oar flediags."
4111edlk said, however, that the healers weal pose
a WO MA if they are used correctly sad proper
salsiummice is tellewsd.
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Minority majority
Women are the only majority who are treated like
a minority.
The U.S. Census Bureau reports that single
women are the fastest growing poverty group in
-America. Many are single parents, their families
subsisting on *omen's wages, which average about
59 percent of men's wages. Some are the new
unemployed, the last to be hired and the first to be
laid off
Married women are taking a large share of.the
financial burden in many families, working both at
home and at a job. But women are still not
guaranteed equal rights in the Constitution. If
discrimination against women occurs, it must be
fought without support of constitutional law barring
sex discrimination.
o Perham the symbol of a modern American
woman is the juggler: trying to keep as many balls
-- job. family, self,- in the air, while maintaining a
pleasant smile for the audience. But last year the
juggler received a blow. The Equal Rights Amendment, after a 10-year struggle for enactment, died
without being ratified.
'rqe ERA has been presented again in Congress.
It reads simply.
"Equality of rights tinder the law shall not be
denied or abridged by the United States or any state
on account of sex."
It must be passed again by Congress and sent
again and again to the states until it is ratified. The
Southern and Mormon states and Illinpis rejected it
last time. But experience is teaching women even in
these states that when the recession hits, it hits
hardest those who have the Ifast protection of
••
rights.
Unlike minorities, who depend on the majority for
political power, women are a majority who could
_wield their power with, force, if they were unified.
But they are not unified-. Some women,created the
ERA and other women helped defeat it.
President Reagan recenty appointed a woman,
Elizabeth Dole, to be secretary of transportation,
the'first woman in the Reagan Cabinet. Earlier. Mr.
Reagan appointed .the first woman Supreme Court
Justice, Sandra D. O'Connor.
- These are good appointments, not only because
they are women, but because they are qualified for
the jobs. Tokenism is self-defeating, but women as
role-models of excellence are an example to all.
The ERA was first drafted in 1923 -- 60 years ago.
It might be another 60 years before the baby girls of
1983 receive the benefits of a basic law protecting
them from Sex discrimination. Even if the ERA
didn't change the outcome of a shvgle legal or
legislative action, it should be enshrined in the Constitution. The ERA is a right principle. It will eventually triumph.
We await the day when women are no longer
spoken of as a minority victimized by discrimination, when women are inseparable from all
Americans in rights and opportunities.

62-year-old great-grandmother is saving
our hospital scads with her nimble fingers
In this business. y ou run across a
lot of interesting people doing all
kinds of interesting things.
I ran across one such pr.rson afew
days ago at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital in Mrs Imogene
Cope
Mrs Cope. is 62-year-old greatgrandmother. mind you, is the
lasspita 1's seamstress the only. tine
on its staff of some 550 eMploy yes.
and her nimble fingers save the
hospital hundreds, if not thousands.
of dollars every year in linen and
•
fabric ilists.
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smallest piece of... 1.1p material

With her thimble. needles and sewing machine, plus a large Measure of

Mrs. Cope's husband of 411:year5,
'Annan, a retired employee of the
Marshall County road department,
died last May following a long illness
She continues to live at their home
one mile north of Ilardin.
There's never a dull moment in her
work at the hospital. she noted with a

femme resourcefulness. she not only
keeps all of the' hospital's linens in
good repak but makes a large
percentage of the items needed injhe
everydey operation of _the 218-bed
facility
From a small room deep in the
hospital's We'sQtring and adjacent to
its-laundry, she performs a wide
from
range of sewing services
making draperies for all of.its ante
dows and divider curtains for the
double rooms to small packatki needed by the physical therapists for their
electrical pain control TENS units. .
-• • •
Mrs_ Cope has been with the
hospital for two years. coming from a
job in a candy factory at Almo
Previously. she had worked at a
chair factory in Benton: and for
seven years at a sewng machine. In
the old Merit Clothing.,Comiiy
in Mayfield. There she
now closed
did "piece work" on the collar area "
of men's suits.
Actually, Mrs Cope came to the
Murray hospital to work in the
housekeeping department, but Personnel Director Bill Milford noted
her previous sewing experience on
her application
lie offered her the • seamstress
responsibilities, and she accepted

chuckle, as the list of sewing needs
she is called upon to fill is long and
varied
F'or example, she was asked to
design and make dust-proof cover'
for softie of the hospital's X-ray and
highly tectuucal, electronic equipment. A mere wisp it a lady :it I feet .
11 inches tall,,she had to starlit
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Forced farm sales
We speak with some reluctance about the plight
of Colorado and Ohio farmers who are losing their
farms at foreclosure sales and are demanding a
government moratorium on farm foreclosures.
The issue of debt moratoriums is not just a farm
issue. In Pittsburgh, Pa., the sheriff of Allegheny
County has reduced to early out lawful court orders
to auction off a number of homes for default of mortgage payments.
This kind of action is compassionate but unjust.
The simplest definition of justice is the payment of
one's debts. And, when payments are not made,
creditors are entiteld to foreclose.
In the case of farmers, the price of farmland has
been increasing for a long time, despite sagging
farm income. Many are the farmers who, ..after
complaining for years about low prices and poor
crops, have sold out and become instant
millionaires. Land prices have soared unrealistically high, burdening farmers with more debt than
they can manage to repay. Some farmers have paid
too much for land. Others have mortgaged their
land too heavily and cannot refinance, now that
farmland prices have started to decline. High interest rates have compounded the problem.
The only way to get land prices down to a realistic
and economic level is to have some forced sales. Individuals who are overextended or inefficient or
simply unlucky will have to suffer. They are entitled to compassionate help, but not to a general debt
moratorium. That sounds cruel, but it is. we
believe, inevitable.
Government should stand aside and let the free
market work its will.
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Different economic concepts
NEW YORK tAP) Even those at
the extremes of domestic political
thinking can endorse President ,
Reagan's exhortation that "we who
are in government must take the-Teri-if
In restoring the economy"
But in doing so they will be endorsing different concepts.
Democrats stood, applauded and
cheered when the president made his
remark in his Salte of the Union
Message on Tuesday evening
But as he spoke, the president
quickly dispelled any ideas that he
believed government should subsidise the recovery.
As the applause faded Reagan explained that "the single thing":Teeded to restart the economy is lower interest rates;'old he promised to do
his best to produce conditions for
mach lower rites.
Rates are higher than they should
be. be said. because Of fear the administration won't stajethe course. It
will. eaid Reagan.
•

for a major change of
the Reagan administration and the hopes of the Democrats
that he would see their viewpoint and
involve the administration more
directly in individual affairs
While creating the impression of
change
and, of course. of • an
economy on the mend - Reagan
reinforced many of his com-

No much
course for

Merl' Willie1111r111.... 11(4 solutions

Ile said he would seek specific
measures to control the growth of the
so-called uncontrollable" spending
progrimS. such as food stamps, that

in total

have

grown by over 400 per-

('et since 1970
But he relented mane on unempl4•
went, promising to seek extension of

jobless benefits and special merle
mitments
lives to employers who hire the longHe stated again that true economic
term unemployed. some -of whom
recovery can come only through furl- 'must abandon thiVold trades
damental shifts of economic power to
In some instances. Reagan dffered
the private from the public sector.
more long-term hope than shortaerm
Federal spending must be cut; the
help, which is consistent isith his ape
deficit must be lowered.
piniacti to rectivery
He sympathized • with the plight of
His essentially long-term ap"farmers, steel and auto workers,
he suggested, would make
proach.
lumbermen, black teen-agers, work"tomorrow,* Amenra happy and
ing mothers." But he warned against
prosperous at home, strong and
-the cost of food stamps, welfare,
Medicaid and other individual. respected abroad, anti at peace in the
world
benefit programs that are given out
on the basis of automatic formulas."
But for the present, it seems. more
The suggestion was that the latter, challenges are in order
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will speak at meet oil: o! the %1 Ml it
iin
Blood River Baptist tsso.
Jan 31 at Memorial Baptist 4 •hur,I1
Recent births renortuil .11 ttic Mitt
ray Hospital include .1 ho% I Mi Anil
Mrs Frank Coles, a tsi% to Mr and
Mrs .1.11111'S li0h111S4)11 Mitt
Mr and!ttrs Bobby Wilson
Mrs A G Wilson preserit/A a pr.,
gram on -The Gift" at the tnectlio.
the Woman's Association of this'
legs' Presby terian Church 111+1 .it thi•
home of Mrs Phillip Tibbs

In high school istsketball ea me
Calloway beat Iteidland and Fultoq
City beat Murray Iligh tearti sill ei
were Sammy ihrusden for Calloway
Keith Lambert for Heidi:init.
Burnett.- for Fulton anti Waiter
Blackburn for Murray

Thirty years ago
Deaths reported include Mrs Anna
•
Fair.
A joint meeting in observaitee
Founders Day will be Feb US at Murray Training School This willibe by

the Parent-Teacher. Associations of
Marra; Training arid Murray High SchoOls
Births reported include a bo; to
Mr and Mrs Don Sweet tm Jan 9
Mrs 4; B Jones, Mrs FA' Warren. Mrs Robert Farris. Mrs C 14
Crawford, Mrs Ina Nesbitt, Mrs
Dennis Boyd, Mrs Crawford Armstrong. Mrs. E.C. Jones, Mrs. ()tin
Erwin anti Mrs. Clifton Barrett,
members of Calloway Count)
Homemakers Clubs. and Kiss
Rachel Rowland, county home
demonstration agent, will attend 41st
annual Farm and Hanle Conference
to be next week at University of Kentucky. Lexington

murnly today
1* Ai
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Home Department hears singers

SINGS AT MEETING — A program was given for Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club by, from left, Hazel Crenshaw, Margaret Taylor. Euva
Alexander, June Crider, Nadine Turner, Delano Waldrop and Carrie Crawford.
Not pictured is Thrya Crawford, accompanist.

DIRECTS PROGRAM — Hazel Crenshaw
directed program at meeting of Home Department
of Murray Woman's Club

Members of the Home
Department of the Murray Woman's Club have
two special
fellowship meetulfts in
December and January
at the club house
Hazel Crenshaw
directed a special
musical program at the
meeting on Thursday,
Dec 16
Songs were sung by an
ensemble composed of
Mrs. Crenshaw,
Margaret Taylor. Euva
Alexander. June Crider,
Nadine Turner. Delano

Waldrop and Carrie
Crawford
LaRue Redden, chairman. presided. Mary
Gertzen. vice chairman,
was in charge of the program.
Hostesses for the social
hour were Modena Butterworth and Delano
Waldrop.
At the meeting on
Thursday, Jan 30, the
members and two new
members. Nadine Turner
and Mildred Ragsdale,
heard a devotion on

"Gifts of God" by Mrs.
Gertzen.
A "surprise gift
package" exchange was
conducted by the group
The department made
plans to help with the
Heart Fund Drive in
Calloway County. A
meeting will be Monday,
Jan. 31. at 10 a.m. at the
home of Anna Stabler to
plan for the drive.
Hostesses for the
January social hour were
Marie Hicks, Marelle
Farless and Madge
Woodard.
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Sale
Fall & Winter
Clothing

1/2.2/3
1 2 off
•Aecessories /
•60% Off Pants And-All •
Junior and Misses Suits

•All Hanes Alive Support Hose
And Fashion Hose 1/2 off
•All Dresses 60% off
•Sv%eaters 50-60% off
•liabbit Fur Jackets 60% off
*All Skirts 60% off
•All China. Silver and
Crystal 20% off
*One Table Silver
Holloware 1/2 off

AC(

Three local secretaries attend meeting
Three members of the
Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries International attended the
1983 Kentucky Division
Wihter Board Meeting on
Saturday, Jan 15, at the
Seelbach Hotel.
Louisville_
Participating in the
meeting were Linda
Lester. Annita Peeler and
Jean Fleming of the Murray Chapter of PSI

ClOte

The Saturday business tucky Chapters and the
meeting Was presided Chapter-at:Large
over by Pauline Martin. Members.
Kentucky Division PresiRichard L. Stogner, Acdent She welcomed count Executive with
members from the Ken- Merrill, Lynch. Pierce.

BURT
REYNOLDS
GOLDIE
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Jonathon M. Miller born

Joe David Clark born

Mr. and Mrs Jamie Miller. Rt. 4. Mayfield. are
the parents of a son. Jonathan Michael. born Saturday, Jan 22. at Murray-Csilloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. James H. Miller,
Sr.. lit 4, Mayfield. and Mr. and Mrs. Bill Benjamin. Mayfield

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Darrell Clark, Rt. 3, Benton, are
the parents of a son. Joe David, weighing eight
pounds 12 ounces, measuring 21 12 inches, born
Thursday, Jan. 6, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have another son. Joshua, 3'2. Grandparents are Namon Ford, Rt. 3, Benton, Jo Ann
Phillips. Rt. I. Benton. and Earl Phillips.. Rt. 2.
Murray.

PWP chapter will meet
Greater Paducah Area Cliapar of Parents
Without Partners will have "Honor Past Members
Night" on Friday, Jan. 28, at 8 p.m. at American
Legion Horne. Legion Drive. Paducah. Noel Dillard
will give an orientation on "What To Expect From
PWP and What )'WP Expects From You."

Calloway group to meet
The Calloway. County Band Boosters will have
their regular monthly meeting on Tuesday. Feb. 1,
at 7 p rn in the Laker Band Room of Calloway
County High School. All parents-of children in band,
grades MX to 12, are encouraged to attend as well as
anyone interested in the instrumental music program in the Calloway County Schools.
I'lans for the Laker Band's trip to the Six Flags
Festival at Atlanta, Ga., will be discussed as well as
platis.lorottdrtional funds to cover the cost of the
trip
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LIB HRS.
CINE 1 & 2
lads Tmitee

Murray group to meet
The Murray High School Band Boosters will meet
Tuesday. Feb 1. at 7 p.m. at the band room at the
school, 501 Doran ltd. Plans for fund raising activities for the band's trip to the Orange Blossom
Festival at Orlando, Fla., will be discussed. All
band parents and other interested persons are invited to attend.
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Sponsored By 17 Area Merchants
Booths Will Be Open All Day
Bridal Shows 2 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday
Fashion Show 7 p.m. Saturday
Over 1:. 00.00 In Door PrirmsRegister At Participating.Merchant Booths And Stores
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Ethan Michael Wells born
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Wells, 60V West Ridge Lane,
Apt. 401, Fort Worth, Texas 76116, are the parents of
a son, Ethan Michael, weighing seven pounds one
ounce, measuring 19 inches, born Monday. Jan.. 4,
at 2:37 p.m. at Harris Methodist Hospital there.
The mother, the former Sharon Moore,is on leave
from Southern Baptist Radio and Television Commission. The father, a graduate of Southwestern
Seminary, is employed with an accounting firm
there. Grandparents are Dr. and Mrs. Ray Moore of
Murray. Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. R.S.
Moore of Anderson,S.C.

Mr. and Mrs. Larry Tabers, Rt, 1, Alm,are the
parents of a daughter, Tyla Joy, weighing seven
pounds 3'1 ounces, measuring 191 inches, born
Tuesday, Jan. 18, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. They have one son. Davin,33-2..
The mother is the former Janet! Bugg. The father
is self employed as a truck driver. Grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Barney Tabers, Rt. 2, Mrs.
Geneva Bugg and James Bugg, both of Clinton.
Great-grandparents are Willis Short, Rt. 2, and
Sam Bugg,Clinton.

kj7óS45

Jamie Smith of Clarksville. Tenn., a senior at
Murray State University, will present a senior
piano recital on the campus on Sunday. Jan. 30, at
3:30 p.m. in the Recital Hall Annex of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center. Her program will include
works by Baldassare Galuppi, Rachmaninoff and
Alexander Scriabln and a duet by Debussy with
Crtsty Haupt, Madisonville senior.
Miss Smith, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James D.
Smith of 114 Meadow Circle in Clarksville. is working toward the B.M.E.degree.

C://Aittmva.#1
Nob

IOff 1-24 - Paducah

Freed Fres, leg Irma
$
1
.I
( • •
tassInt SI limn

Saturday, January 29,10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sunday, January 30, 12:30-5:30 p.m.
Kentucky Oaks Mall

Mr. and Mrs: Joseph R. Bittel, Jr.
., of-Owensboro
are the parents of a daughter, Lauren Elizabeth,
weighing eight,pounds flk-i ounces, measuring 19'-2
inches, born Wednesday. Jan. 12, at a hospital
there. The mother, the former Jamie Frank, is on
leave as teacher at Settle Memorial Methodist
Church Kindergarten. The father is a fireman for
city of Owensboro.
Grandparents are Dr. and Mrs. James H. Frank
of Murray and Mrs. Virginia Bittel and the late J.R.
Bittel, Sr., of Owensboro. A great-grandmother is
Mrs. J.S. Davidson of Camden. Tenn,

Recital to be Sunday
a

1983 Bride and Groom Faire

Lauren Elizabeth Bittel born

Tylo Joy Tabers born

THE VERDICT
71610

portunities for women.
Persons interested in
information on PSI
membership should corr
tact Annita Peeler at 7535161 -

datebook

Central Center
Stern Tenor
"
,

Fenner Is Smith in
Louisville. spoke to the
secretaries on "How to
Shop for High Yields as
Interest Rates Decline"
s investment o p-

wihN',1111W/e)C,
Nov

Winter Clearance Sale

11111

-74

Starting Now...
Tiny 'tot and Young World
at'

312 East Broadway • MeyfieW
/110
;
ie

All Winter Stock 1 /2 Price
Sizes 0-14
Martha Miniature
Bryan

'N‘
C21-7M1117.---111, =\'11M

Aileen
Buster Brown

Tom Sawyer
Reed's-World

ac

•
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'Dixieland Pops'concert planned by symphony orchestra

Murdock-Welter wedding scheduled
The engagement and
approactung marnage of
Miss Marilyn June Murdock to Steven Nxil
Welter, son of Mr and
Mrs. Freemon Welter of
Louisville. has been announced by her parents.
Mr and Mrs Alfred H
Murdock, Rt. I
Miss Murdock is the
granddaughter of Mrs
Opal Webb and the late
Johnnie Webb of
Mayfield and of the _late
Mr and Mrs Bryan Murdock of Lynn ;rove
The bride-elect is a
graduate of Callowa)
County High School and
attended Murray State
University She now is
employed in the office of
Student Employment at
Murray State
Mr. Welter is the
grandson of Mrs. Daisy
Marshall and the late
Claude Marshall of
Pekin. Ind., and of Mrs
Elsie Welter and the late
Elmer P Welter of
Florida
The groom-elect, a
graduate of Iroquois High
School, Louisville,
graduated from Murray
State University. He is
employed as a teacher for
the lich-o01 system - oT -.
Union Qty.Tenn.
The wedding will be

Jackson: Tenn
A
limn-land Pops" convert
be the fifth offering of the '.:2nd season for
the Jai kson Symphony
Orchestra according to
James Petty, conductor-ro anager of that
organization The perIormance ti scheduled for
8 p m . Saturday , Jan
at the Jackson CR it
Center
'New orleans jar: v.111
be the inam course,- said
Maestro Petty. all the
4.6.” from "Iligh
to • Saint James Infirmary"and, of course, '
he added.- •'When the
Saints Go Mantin In '•
T h e 1) uk es of
Musicland, a group made
up of eight West Teti
nes.see [nowt:ins, will be
featured in the concert
They are Gil Carp
clannet-arri F' .1 Eaton.
trombone. uf Martin.
Tenn • I ).t i,1

solemnized on Saturdo..
March 2& at 7 -0ifyi at the the errettittny
A41 -f-rt-e--rirt-sMurray Woman's Club
relati% es are ini-ited to atHouse

Lanette Hopkins. Susan
L. Rogers, Gwen Hoover.
Valarie Curry:Gail MA.
Angie Hamilton, Whitney
Taylor, Beth Salim.
Dawn Penny, Claire Bell.
Terri ROberts. Kimberly
Oles, Holly Knight, Karen
Lewis. Melanie Roos,
Allison Marshall, KAM)
Clark, Allison Sears.
Melissa Emerson and Jill
Morris
From Calloway County
High School
Lori

trIld !!14:...%4.rAbili. ;fritd, t/It'
ret-rritmn I )nly 4jflattown -tm1tat1r4tt7-- wilt - he•

Melvin and Ruth Day of Handal are working with .
the AfTlerli'illi Red Cross disaster relief operation in
flood-ravaged 1.011111411a
The Days are volunteers with the Disaster Setvices of the American Bed Cross .itid are working in
Alesandria. Li,as lied Cross ase orkers
The Calloway countians are among 1 441 Bed Cross
staff from throughout the couittr now working in
the relief operation in !Antimafia
Mr and Mrs Day are 1111111fwrs of the
Shephered United Met ho.ltst lurch

We've got comfort
all sewn up.

Iturkeen, Shelly Wilkins.
Aniy Schroader.
Morrison, Julie
Itakestraw, Lisa Allen,
Teresa Parker, I )(lona
Coles. Tracey Beach,
Amanda .N1iller, Jill
Chilifre.ss, Lisa Williamson, Toriya Kirk. Jamie
Burgniann and Sharon
Williams
Stiiihmts from Murray
Vocational School are
Sht•rita Greer. Carla
and1 Cindy
Cook sr
Ilught•s
Applicants will be oared down and-then will
be selected through a Priocess of personal interviews TtleSe inter%.icws
will he conducted by Mrs
Kent Youngblood. Mrs
C.C. Lowry. NIrs. Joe Pat
Mrs Toil
.1.tinfes
Thompson, Mrs Toni
:nye Taylor and Mr,
Itubh 4.6rtie•lisori

•

Die final dt.i. 'solos. will
then be made and -the
inodt.ls will be notified
The girls Mat be seen ist
the Mtrray State Univer•
sit Studflit 'enter len
Saturday , Feb J. at thi•
In show irw,

i•x•••
•••••
•••••• • ••••••••
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UMW'S

OPEN FRIDAYS

4TIL 8:30

ENTIRE WINTER STOCK

JUNIOR • MISSY • PETITE • HALF SIZE

DRESSES
2 PRICE
NOW 1/
'1.
444

••

WINTER COATS
499° T° 1440°

••

:

t

•

FUR TRIMMED

ENTIRE WINTER STOCK

COATS

JUNIOR 8. MISSY

(ORDuRffi
BLAZERS

SPORTSWEAR

1999

• To

ZIP OUT UTILITY

Hj'i• •

0

•

ENTIRE WINTIR )10(

^

COATS
5990 To 133°°
OtSCONT NM STYLES

MISTY HARBOR°
•

NOW

SUITS

1 2 PRICE
/

1 2
/
WINTER GLOVES by

FOUNDATIONS

• --

ISOTONER •

499° ti 6990

1 2 OFF
11 3 TO /
NOW /

16" 2099

WINTER

ENTIRE WINTER STOCK

FAMOUS NAME

HANDBAGS
••••••• O X •• •

•

1.• I

INVENTORIES ARE MUCH TOO HIGH AND MUST BE
REDUCED. DAILY ARRIVALS OF NEW SPRING
FASHIONS HAVE FORCED STOREWIDE REDUCTIONS

NOW

MAURICESTA5

1..•

A

PRIGANVENTOR>
•"% ARGAIN 11

30%

MAURICES

I ,,

CENTRAL
CENTER

4.

'Ill 8:30

TAKE AN
EXTRA

We're making room for spring by
moving out winter! Huge savings
of NA to 80% OFF winter
merchandise. Come In...SAVE on
unbelievable values that will keep
you in fashion the-rest of the winter!

•

We Nat •••••
,•••••••10••• -•••••

The Met Center

OPEN FRIDAYS

G
WIN

5 DAYS ONLY!

Available Exclusively
At The Lowest Prices
You'll Find

•

•• ••

toll I ..lui 1)11 It 1

The Showcase

OFF CLEARANCE
MERCHANDISE

• .•

-••

e *yr
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• 4
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varlet. of Focus Week
Feb. 13 were discussed.
Also present were,
Mildred Cook, Evelyn
Alegander t Modell
Holland. Mildred Geurni
"The Energy Corridor arid Anita Purvis. -- Refreshments Were
New ReSources for
by Mrs. Lee
served
was
Southern Baptists"
the subject of the program directed by Lavine
arlkw
arit'lle1hr ariku wihd
Carter. •
ife are pleased to
She was assisted by
announce that
Mrs. Lee. Bobbie
lied . ky Wilson.
Burkeen and Mable
b r dl e-eleCt of
Blalock.
Richard Valentine.
June Crider gave the
calendar of prayer. The
has selected her
flatware and fortn.11
program was closed with
group holding hands and
and informal costal
singing "Blest Be the
from our complete
Tie."
bridal regiNtr.1
hit-hard
Beckt
The president, Electa
Fulkerson, presided. The
will be. married!
1.'d.bruao 26
women will quilt two
quilts for people who
have lost their homes by
fire and will make tray
2514641 121
-Pams
favors for Westview Nursing Home.
Plans for the obser•

Juanita Lee opened her
home for the meeting of
the Baptist Women
Elm Grove Church on
Thesdaydan. li at 1:30,

•!

Calloway couple serving
with Red Cross relief team

1.4).0 4)9 lb..
in 23 ‘1 eck.
thy t.,) Stu_

Morilyn.June Murdock
to marry Steven Neil Welter

Women &Elm Grove meet

OUT

and $3 for
Ja.•kson Tenn Please in
clude a self -addresstA students Tickets ma)
stamped ells('lope Cost also be purchased at the
of admission is ST t for loor

11iriam 4lire.
of Marra

Local high school girls apply as models for extravaganza
Several 4kor and
Senior girls from the
Murray High and
Calloway County High
Schools and Vocational
School have applied for
modeling positions for
The Showcase-Prom Extravaganza.
The applicants were
selected on the basis of
grade point average;club
involvement and cornnuinity activities.
Studt.nts -involved from
Murray High are:

tuba and Tian I taiardc.
string bass. of 'Paris
Jacksomaris Jiin Pettit.
drums anti Gary Wood
banjo l'rentess l4' nn
trumpet. of Wntiburti
and Pad, Wt•stpheling of
South Fuiton. Fenn . on
piano
l'he Satuida% s Iiiphont program will pre- ,
sent other popular %eh....
lions from Walt Disney
productions. music from
and Duke Ell"E 1'
ington's "Sophisticated
Ladies." currently a
Broadway hit The or
chestra will also perform
Saint-Saens' 'Suite
Algerienne- and the
Coppt.lia Suite- h%
I ielibes
All table reservatiw
are ....Id However. sun'
k.•ts are a% ailat ,
(rom* Vivian Toss-state,
4ii:33 or
I V:
itox .to98
throdovh

• *wt.

12
1 3 101
/

,INTER
JEWELRY
taw..
1 2
NOW 'A TO /
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SHOES

•011/1U/Al III/•ioonvon%• SASS •
114.4e• 1/ 00.65 Y., !skin

A

ROBES
NOW

1 3 ,o/
/
2 Oil
1
LINGERIE
•••••,•••

PRICE
NOW

•

.
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Community calendar

ACTORY DISCOUN

SHOES

We are Open Sendey 1 -6
for roar shopping convenience.

New Shipment

$37.95

/ ACME DINGO BOOTS
New Shipment Nigh-Top Ws leather

BASKETBALL SHOES

MEN'S WESTERN
13
BOOTS

JUST ARRIVED
GOOD SELECTION

ei e l l

LADIES DRESS SHOES

*CNC-MI TEXAS, DURANGO

$36.95

St CASUAL SHOES

Acme Dingo

9•95

LOW 111(1 $

lel *Ali 1/1.4.4, 11.00111
%low opilgor 10,,'0.w

$28.95
Pony Loather S29.95

$38•95

(•••••

1•41••.lis par%

MIN S

....••• gm*.•

TENNIS SHOES

$28,95

Mee's Seado mid Neloa

KANGAROO (iirn SNiPMINT)
t PONY Hanna

KANGAROO
•

TENNIS SHOES

MEN'S DRESS &
1 CASUAL SHOES

$24.95

$14-$16418

WOMEN S

TENNIS SHOES

Woes testiest

$27.95

Half
Boot $15.95

KANGAROO LEATHER
8" LEATHER

WORK BOOTS $25
MIN'S INSULATED
LACE UP

•

WORK BOOTS$33WORICBOOTS $29.95

16th and Main
Mon.-Sat. 9-6

Thursday.Jan.27
Thursday.Jan. V
Thursday,Jan. V
Rep. C.arroli Hubbard. have an organization
Gameroom
of Murray
al
Jr.. will speak at rush meeting at 7 pm
in State University Center
for
smoker
Kappa Alpha Mississippi Room, at 3 and 7 p m There ts
no
fraternity at 7- 30 p.m. in University Center
For admission charge
Community Room of - information call
753-7135.
North Branch ot Peoples
Friday. Jan. 26
SIDS
(sudden
death
Bank
syndrome i Support Calloway Chamber
Bible Journaling Group Group Will meet at 730 Singers Boosters will
at Health Center, sponsor a card party
of First Christian Church
North
Seventh and Olive from 7-.30 to 10 p in at
will meet at 7 p m with
Community Room of
Mr and Mrs Rill Van Streets.
North Branch of Peoples
Meter
Zeta Department of Bank. Ttekets at $2.50
Calloway Chamber Murray Woman's Club each will be available at
Singers Boosters Club will meet at 7 p.m. at club door
will meet at 7 p.m. at house
Make Today Count has
ralloway County High
rescheduled
its meeting
Campus
Chapter
of
Phi
School.
Delta Kappa , at Murray at 10 a.m. in private dinState University will pre- ing room of cafeteria of
Practice by_ Murray *
Star Chapter No 43.1 sent a special computer Miirray-Calloway Coonty
Order of the Eastern Star program at 7 p m in Ohio Hospital.
wIl be at 6 30 p.m. at Room of University
Western Night Square
Center.
Masomçi
Dancing by Youth will be
-Chapter 50 of Disabled at 7 p.m. at First United
Front Pfrch Swing will
meet at 7 p.m. at First American Veterans and Methodist Church.
Auxiliary will meet at 7
Christian Church
, Loca• l chapter of Nap.m. at legion Hall
tional Association of
MS(' (-hrs..' Mob- will
Parents Anonymous Retired Federal
will meet at 6:30 p.m. For Employees will meet at
information call -75940tr; 9:30 a.m. at Calloway

pm.

Wallpaper
600
Sample
Books
700
Patterns
In Stock

ALL
DISCOUNTED
.tu.r.triaa
V .t1.I.PA PER
3594 Lowe Oak Rd.
LONE OAR PLAZA
PADUCAH, KY.
9-6 MON SAT
SOT -554-0100

,753-9419
Sun.'1-6

•0"114

,/• •• a.1
•• II

•

ALL FALL AND WINTER
STOCK MUST GO!
NOW 40% TO 60% OFF
SPORTSWEAR
8.99
Fashion Skirts
Reg. 17.99 to 42 00
8.99 to 9.99
Sweaters
Reg to 18 99 to 22 99
8.99 to 10.99
Blouses
Reg 15 g9 to 19 99
6.99 to 8.99
Corduroy & Wool Blazers Reg to 70 00 40% to 60% Off
Lee' ;Levi • ,& Chic Denim Jeans
Reg to 32 00
19.99
Lee' ,Levi' ,& Chic Corduroy Jeans Reg to 32 00 13.99
• Famous Name Coordinates Reg to 35 9940% to 60% Off
DRESSES
,- Fall & Winter Dresses
Reg to 29 00
9.00 to 11.00
LINGERIE
Brushed Gowns
Reg 12 99
6.99
Better Nylon Lingerie
Reg 1599 to 17.99
7.99 to 8.99
Caftans & Floats
Reg 19 99
7.99
ACCESSORIES
Handbags
4.99 to 5.99
Reg. to 11.99
Jewelry, Belts, Novelties
select group
50% Off
• Dearfoam' Warm-Up Booties Rog. to 10.00 50% Off
COATS
Stadium Coats & Jacket% Reg.69.99to99.99 39.00 to 49.00
r Full-Length Wool or Oat Coats_ Reg.89.99 to 99 99 59.00
ENTIRE STOCK. ETIENNE _AIGNER
✓ Handbags, Accessories, Coats
40% Off.
-1141
ers: 9:30-1FAI4m-Set
Control PoppingCoter
Hwy 641 N. Merrily, KY
1-5 SON.
Fashion Pants

.Reg. to 24.99

•

Friday. Jan 211
tivities
Citizens

by

Senior

Open horse show, sponsored by Murray State
Horsemanship Club, will
be at 6 p m at Exposition
Center Admission will be
$I
Saturday,Jan. 29
Alcoholics Anonymous
and Alanon will meet at 8
p.m. in western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center
Square and round dancing will be from 7 30 to 11
p m at 1.y.nn Grove
ttoller Rink

Sunday, Jan 30
present a senior plane
recital at 330 pm in
Ref
Hall Annex, Price
l)oyle Vine Arts Building.
Murray State University s•
Mr and Mrs J I.
Culpepper will be
honoreti on 50th anmversal-% with a reception
from 2 to I p In at Cornfliunity
Room of North
Brant h of Peoples Rank
The family requests
guests not bring gifts
Field trips to observe •
bald eagle will start at 9
a.m and 1.30 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center. 1.and Between
tRe Lakes.,For reservations cal/ 1-924-5602

SitdMghtSkate-a-Thon,
sponsored by Murray
High School Tiger Band.
Murray State_ Universiwill be from 11 p.m to 3 ty
Horsemanship C/ub
a.m at Roller Skating (tf
will sponsor an AQHA
Murray. Open skating Morse
Show, starting at
will be 115 and the public is . 7:30
a.m. at Livestock
invited
and Exposition Ceifter
There- is no admission
Third annual winter
haro.
dance by Murray Calloway County Com.
or_mmoss _
tuuruty Thinetre.irw., will
be at 8p.m.- in University
Jack White will present Hazel and Douglas
Branch of the Bank of
two pocket billiard and Centers will be open from
Murray. For reservations
trick
10 a.m 1,1 2 p.m
, shot exhibitions
. .:it .
. for ac- m11.7.59-.18711 or 7491195. .

Your Individual
Horoscope

Guidelines given
for refreezing foods

- Murray-Calloway
Coonty Jayeees will
distribute commodity
cheese from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m at Jaycee-- Building Highway 121 North at
Fairgrounds.- .

ft- you are concerned about what foods can be
'safely refrozen. here are some guidelines to follow
Frances Drake
from the National Frozen Food Association. Inc_
FOR FRIDAY,
Box 398. Hershey, Pa. 17033.
JA.NUARY ZS. 19113
Remember that while many froren foods may be
Field trip to observe
refrozen with
danger. -they may be lacking- in bald-eagle- will start at 9 What kind oil day will tomorsome of their original quality.
a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at row be" To find out what the
Meets - Do not refreeze if they have warmed to Woodlands Nature stars say. read the forecast
room temperature and have completey thawed. If Crnter. Land Between given for your birth sign. .
complete thawing has occurred, red meats should the Lakes_ For reservaARIES
be cooked immediately. They can then be refrozen. tions call 1-924-5602.
+Mar. 21 to Apr. 191
Partially thawed variety meats,sausages and hamRecreational purswts are
burgers should be cooked immediately. Pool party and picnic favored over domestic inFruits-- Corn. pletely thawed fruits should be used for Grades 1 to 6 of terests_ Invitations for travel
immediately. Fruits may be refrozen, but there Memorial Baptist Church or exciting times with friends
may be a quality loss. Will be from 11 a.m: to conw now.
Prepared Foods
Meats in cream- sauces, - 1:30- p.m. with group to-TAURUS
frozen dinners. cream pies and leftoversi. These meet first at church.
!Apr 20 to May 20
ate best discarded or cooked immediately if they
Some unexpected business
have thawed campletely.
Children's Activity Day opportunities could arise.
. •
From Juices Orange juice- that thaws should for ages 4 to 7 will be at 11 Don't accept defeat
be reconstituted according to directions and used.
a.m. at First Baptist prematurely. You'll turn a
minus into a plus!
Pleb - If it has completely thawed, it is best con- Church.
GEMINI
sunied no the spot or thrown out since it can spoil
very rapidly.
Murray State Umversi- I May 21 to June 20)
may seem.
Poultry it poultry has thawed, but it is still ty Horsemanship ('tub
lub Work
,
qwte cold to the touch, it may be cooked and
w
sponsor an' AQHA "ruugerY for a
bbl liverefrozen.- Any stuffed poultry should be discarded.
torse Show, starting at ly times with friendsand loved
ones
put
you
in
a
happier
Vegetables
Vegetables that still, show ice 7'30 a.m., at 1.ivestock
frame of mind.
crystals may be refrozen but should be used as soon and Exposition Center. cANcER
as possible. If completely thawed, you can refreeze ch
There is no
admissionge
ar
( June 21 to Jul%
1
22 ISO
some vegetables
plain ones, not those with
Worry about finances is only •
sauces.. if they have not been held at room
temporary. New chances to
temperature too long. Vegetables may also be cookBasketball games of improve income and work
ed and frozen separately or as ingredients in a
Lady Racers at 5 p.m- status drop out of the blue.
casserole or other dish.
and Men Racers at 7:30 Capitalize on luck.
Breads - Can be refrozen. however, the p.m. will be at Racer LEO
471
freshness may be affected.
Arena, Murray State. 4Ju1y Zito Aug. r2
Cakes - Can be refrozen, however, this with Austin Peay as op- Throw off home worries and
sometimes produces dryness and affects the quality posing team.
welcome the chance. to make
of the wgig.
exciting new contacts. If not
invited out, you'll celebrate on
Pies - Can be refrozen. with the exception of
Sunday,Jan.30
cream pies, ;wine weeping and breaking of filling
-Jamie Smith your own.
may occur. as Well as loss of crust texture.
Clarksville, Tenn:. will VIRGO
'Aug. 23toSept. 22i
•
Catching Op on rest and en."7"1/C.,• It•IP4:•••*WO .•
joying the conducts of home
- •'
- I.
S will provide more satisfaction
I than socializing with others.
• ' LIBRA Sept. 23ttiOct. 22)
0
More opportunities come to
4 you through friends than nor1. mal career channels. Travel.
:too, should afford you
753-5819
pleasure.
SCORPIO
Z
1
Nen
02
)02
,111
y be

no

"AA

4wr.

Susanne's
100 S. 13th

1,

Hours: Mon.-Sot. 10-4

PRINT
SALE
(SPECIAL PURCHASE)
Jan. 26 - Feb. 5

An

I

somewhat pessimistic about a
career matter, the picture is
• much brighter than you think.
Welcome new opportunities.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov 22 to Dec 21i IOW
•
A special note will mean a
lot to the person on the rect.'s', mg end. Relations with in-laws
improve and travel brings opportunity.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22toJan. 191
You may receive a confidential Ilii *bout an Investment
Mix-ups with close ties should
clear up by day's end.
I AWARIUS
1 4Jan. 20 to Feb. 18+ ellg
jfA
You may not accomplish as
much as you'd like to on the
,job. but your social prospects
%book glamorous Accept iiwits:
bum,
PIK'S
t
ef
.I(Feb 19 to Star 3))
. A somewhat lethargic mood
gives way to excitement about
new job possibilities A love
relationship is hard to
friderstand

40 T050°/0 .„ II
MANY PRINTS
TO CHOOSE FROM
- FAMOUS ARTISTS LIMITED EDITION PRINTS

QUALITY CUSTOM FRAMING
20% OFF FPAMING WITH PURCHASE OF PRINT
10% OFF ALL OTHER FRAMING
•

See ouf SOLD OUTEditioes of
Charles Frac*, Ralph McDonald;
Ben Hampton & Jock DeLonsriat
Regular Prices

(I)

YOU BORN TODAY are
!
')? nervous ,and highstning and
to go to 'extremes
trici
ave a highly orapnal
of view and your work is
Witten ahead of its OW Fits of
rtemperament can soinetUnes
et in the way of your progress You need an ideal to
idevote yourself to and are
often drawn to politics and
public service.

15:

A

•

4
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Damages,evacuation reported after Pacific Coast storm
The storm whipped trucks Into the surf of
down the Pacific Coast ConsBay, all were safely
and was expected to cross retrieved.
the Rockies today... At least
WO* homes,
reaching western Wyom- most in the
San Francisco
ing and Montana. In the Bay area,
lost power,
Midwest, meanwhile, said Dennis
Poplar,
heavy snow made dnving spokesman
for Pacific
hazardous and two traffic Gas & Electric Co
fatalities were reported Pacific
Telephone
Misaouri.
reported 3.000 phone drNear Redding. Calif ,a cuits.out.
mudslide Wednesday
The storm sweeping
shoved two pickups, a over the Santa Cruz
bulldozer and a bus car- Mountains was expected
rying Shasta County to bring a foot of rain to
prisoners down a 60-yard. the area 90 miles south of
ravine and into a creek, San Francisco, where 18
killing a county people died when
employee, public works mudslides crushed
crewman David Water- several homes last
man. The pnsonert had January.
been trying to clear a
To the east, up to half a
flooded road choked with
foot
of snow Tell in Kanmud.
sas, causing scores of
In southern Oregon. 8°- rush-hour accidents in
100 mph wind gusts inter- Kansas City and St.
rupted a search for a Joseph, Mo. Schools closhiker lost near Mount ed in much of northwest
Ashland, and waves pe- Missoun. An 18-year-old
ed one .man' and four woman was killed when a

Associated Press Writer
A bruising Pacific
storm slammed inland today after destroying
seaside buildings with
waves, keying
d
ta c=d of coastal
residents to evacuate.
darkening 100.000 Califorma homes and closing
two highways with heavy
rain that sent rivers
overflowing
The string of coastal
storms which began Sunday is already blamed for
seven deaths. Wednesday's violent weather
was only the vanguard of
a still worse storm expected to hit today. '
In unusually forceful
language, the Weather
Service warned people
who lived near creeks
and rivers in Northern
California that they
might have to "act quickly to save yourself and
those who depend on you.
You may only have
- seconds."

when his tru
ttiiowi" Mississippi LO 1.1,1.'Ntelt
an vintsolkuient
Pennsylvania- and New
tiarb - tokla
the York, with travelers adsnow had spread visories issued jor North
ca:tw aril fr IT n,
rthern C.trolina

Country singer in fair condition
AKRON. Ohio 1AP
Country singer Tanuny
Wynette was in fair con;
dition at Akron City
Hospital today after sul-,
tering from abdominal
pains between nightclub
acts, officials say
Miss Wynette. 40. was
admitted for Observation
and tests, said Margie
Gelhausen, a supervisor
at the hospital
John Paule, Miss
Wynette's road manager.
said the singei became ill
about 9:30 p in Wednesday after a performance
at the Breakaway
nightclub in Akron
An ambulance that was
at. the nightclub on
another call relayed her
symptoms to _hospital of-

ficials. who ail% ised the
singer to, seek medical
help. l'aule said
Miss WA-invite w as

hospitalized several days
last week in Nashville.
Tenn., with similar snip
trims. Pilule said

Officials investigate reports
LA t;I4Ni;i. K%
AP ,
The FBI and officials of the Kentuck •
State Reformatory are investigating reports that
one or More inmates have
been bilking fbiwer shops
out of hundreds 'if-dollars
worth of flov.ers
We and the VIII have
been In% estigatine, this
for tin- last 14'‘ eral
ds
Reformati7r%
Warden .lohn Kees sal,I
Weilfle•Nt LI,
ha% e•
We
One and possibl
tt
suspe, ts and are!lei.
e% latency Retqled for

an arrest
According to florists
who have been had in the
scheme, a caller placed
orders for flowers and in
the confidential
identifying information
required The flio%ri-s,
usually roses worth .1f.spui
940 a dozen, -would tm:
delivered.hut ttw 1,111 V.
never paid
An estimated :al t.1iii
stlett orders were P1,0
most claiming to be !!
\of-walk. Conn .
before florists beean •
ea NI) tin

•

,
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Cooks Jewelry
Central Shopping CentelMurray, Ky. 753-1606

Hours:
8-7
Mon.-Sot.

4301017102WES

Ask ys How T. o
Get Ihmstrtift
Colonial Stoneware

•

car driven by her tin
sister slid into the path of.
another car near Sedalia,
Mo , and a truck dnver
dust near Boonville. Mn

FOR YOUR
VALENTINE
For That Special Day
Special Prices

Prices Good
1-27 Thru
2-2-83

31rococi.
e Honestly Have The Best Meats In Town'

411,

toto

Rosedale
Halves or Sliced

Chilton

PEACHES
29 Oz.

Hyde Park Paper

Charmirt Toilet

65"

TOWELS

TISSUE
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Limit,

4r
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Spodal
One With
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ry
5 I, 00 Aaai,ionai Purchase
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(029f

Both Witt
$30.00 Ordes
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With
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$45.00 Order

IiTOE PARK SALE SAVES YOU MONEY!
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Alabama mourns legend

Doran...

Bryant dead at 69
.1
-..

Al.00SA. Ala AP. , As a youth. he
bear As a man, he wrestled with
rim- a drive for perfection the world of
!•-ot 1., II bad never seen before
., V. liarri Bear- Bryant
crhggy-faced.
the toughest kind of field master. the
,
h t4, f nenAs.in need is dead at 69
o the Alabama State Capitol in Mon'.'ah half-staff today as thotigh a Fla! fa:len And for many. including the
the I 'ruled States, one had
lost a hero. hoalways seemed
‘r,
1'r...orient Reagan said as eulogies
.,77A• In from every
orner of the COUllevics to the day after he shuffled off
f as the winningest coach in the
-;,ort .lied Wednesday of a heart at• t at stunned•Alabarna's followers and
•',,' s.oung athletes to tears
1 .,1 roak in A week." he once
a month
-1Iabama football team a squad
•:uan un-liryant-like L record but
areer with a 21-15 victory over
,-ame at the labery Bowl last
serve• as honorary pallbearers at
ir

r

Fri,1.13o

led to- Awry- the casket of
who earned his fabled nickname as a youth
• a I. restled be.ir in a traveling ircus He
• he bur led at Elmwood Cemetery
Birm;:wharo ,ifte•r serVII eS at the First Methodist
hur, h Ifi I Us, AlloISA
MAI,t , of the foremost figures in College football
„Ai, Isp. ted to attend. many of them Bryant
iples who played or coached under him during
the' • ours,. eel his record-setting 38-year career
.
mt Bryant's death. -caused by n sudden massive
twart
k at a hospital one day after he was ad
nutted ‘kith,best pains. left rrunson Tide followers
in tear, s aro. wept on the air as radio stations
br.a.te ,ff regular programming ti, open call-in
at,ut Itrs ant
death is also mourned at the high•bst
,..posnment . ellIttglied Bryant as 'a hard but loved ',.• p.t! ',ter Patrioto I., the • ore. devoted to his
-V•ih -

aft

players and inspired by a winning 'pint that would
not quit, Bear Bryant gave this country the gift of a
life unsurpassed."
Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace. ordering flags
at the capitol lowered, called Bryant "a man among
men who brought great fame and Ilona' to
Alabama"
Bryant captured the imagination of many by sending his often small,always well-disciplined teams
to the top of the..rankings. winning national titles in
1961. 1964 and 1965
later he would add two more — in 1978 and 1479 and closed his career with a 32345-17 record. He
passed Amos Alonzo Stagg's mark of 311 career vietones in 1981
Bryant's death was unexpected. even though he
suffered from mild heart trouble in recent years.
tits doctor. William A Hill. said Bryant's heart
stopped at 12 21 p.m • (ST. Wednesday and efforts
to restore his heartbeat began immediately
-We did put a.pacemaker through his chest and
were able to restore a weak heartbeat" for about an
hour. Hill said. Bryant was declared dead at 130
p.m
Hill said Bryant suffered ''a sudden cardiopulmonary arrest" only moments after appearing in good spirits, joking with nurses and making
plans bra duck hunting tnp to his native Arkansas
He said the cause V death was "a massive coronary
occlusion "
Members of Bryant's family, including his wife,
Mary Harmon Bryant. were summoned to Druid City Hospital and were present when he was pronounced dean.
Bryant, whose 36-year career spanned coaching
stints at Maryland. Kentucky. Texas AltM and
finally Alabama for the last quarter-century. sent
players like Joe Narnath. Lee Roy Jordan, Ken
Stabler and Richard Todd to the pros
Others among -Bear's Boys," who became head
()aches and are still active, include Bum Phillips of
the New Orleans Saints. Charley Pell of Florida,
Danny Ford of Clemson, Jackie Sherrill of Texas
A&M. Howard Schnellenberger of Miami. Pat Dye
of Auburn, Jerry Claiborne of Kentucky, Steve
Sloan of Duke and Ray Perkins, the former
Alabama star and New York Giants coach who was
piciird to succeed Bfyant last month

PAUL"BEAR' BRYANT

Super Bowl hypes more than football,
everybody involved in Sunday's tv act

lime Up
Time?

Z
PI ereran

These could be the
only tools you need.

tr
o3544taii.

Denson and the cast of
"Hill Street Blues." Plus
dancing girls, card
stunts, helicopters, a
Goodyear blimp. and 20
count them cameras
and six tape machines
six cameras and two
tape machines suffice for
the average regular'
season game ,
Oh yes, and the
Washington Redskins and
the Miami Dolphins.
live, front Pasadena,

By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Sports Writer
sHype Two
Hype
Hype Three
There's a television
show originating from
Pasadena, Cab( , on NBC
Sunday
It starts at 4 p m EST.
continues until about 10
p in'• and stars Dick
Enberg, Merlin Olsen and
Len Berman with a supporting cast of 130.
Not to mention Ted

Garland's
Restaurant
Lyme Grave
All Yea Coale

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
Whits items, Cele Slew,
Frew* Fries, Neskeeppisi

—7".111Mille •....v.

•

..ed

$ 197Per Can

Only

IGLO

WINDSHIELD
WASHER
ANTIFREEZE
& SOLVENT

STARTING
FLUID

it's uper Bowl XVII, of
which Cecil B. DeMille
would be proud It's as
much show biz as football
more than 100 million
people will watch, a goodly number of whom don't
know a Higgins from a
Duhe. So NBC has to hook
'em with pizzazz.
"Media hype has taken
it from a game to a media
event," says Ted Nathanson, who will oversee the
entire show. Larry
Cirillo, who will produce
the game coverage, calls
it "an extravaganza."
Whatever it is, it's
lucrative sponsors will
pay $200,000 plus per
minute for the pregame
show and nearly half a
million per minute for the
game itself.
There will be two hours
of pregame, hosted by
Len Berman with Mike
Adamle and Pete Axthelin. Alunad Ftashad
and John Brodie will
analyze the Redskins;
Len Dawson and Bob
Griese the Dolphins, and.
no kidding, Adamle and
Jim Turner will analyze
the special teams.

FHa Tractor
Dispenser

Ready Mixed
Protection
(WW5-1061
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• Murray, KY
Phone: 753-4461
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SAL/ PRICES G000 AT PAFTICIPATING ALL-P110 STOWS
THRU FEEIFtUARY 5 1983
(RAIN CH COLS AvAiukailmmm
.
Al MOST

Mr. Gatti: will show the Delayed Broadcasts of
the Murray vs. Cellowey Co. hellions on Jon. 24,
the Calloway a Mayfield game on Jan. 27 & the
Murray — Mayfield game on Feb. 10.
Come on over & watch the games at 6:00

Monday
Night
Lasagna
Special
ANT.. t n99
Can fat A

•

Tuesday
Night
Spaghetti
Special

Luncheon
Buffet
All Yoe
Can Eat

$1 69 or
$299

s1

Then there are the
unabashed plugs.
Denson who play's a
bar-owning, ex-baseball
pitcher in a show called
"Cheers” ion NBC of
course), makes his
prediction from his fictional bar. The "Hill
Street Blues," cast, including ex-NFL running
back Ed Marinaro, will
also'be celled upon to
give us the benefit of their
football knowledge.
Finally, the game. Having discovered at the
World Series that four
men in the booth are two
too many. Ws just
CINCINNATI iAPu
Enberg and Olsen.
The Cincinnati Reds have
As Cirillo said this signed infielder Wayne
week: "There won't be Krenchicki and is near
very much different from signing pitcher Frank
the regular season. We've Pastore and infielder Ron
been practicing for this Oester.
for most of the season. I
Four pitchers filed formay have a few more salary arbitration -technical things to worry Pastore, Joe Price, Mario
about, but - basically, Soto and Bruce Berenyi.
we're still covering a But Pastore and his
football game."
agent, Allen Hendricks,
But only if you don't said that was a formality
tune in until game time.
and that they expected to
NBC's work on the AFC negotiate a contract with
championship between the Reds.
the Jets and the Dolphins
"I have a very different
bodes well for what we'll attitude about the Reds
see Sunday. The telecast this year," Pastore said.
was all it should be: a — It's different now
game that viewers could because I have a quality
both watch and unders- agent. Last year, I was
tand.
conned."

Reds trade
for Krenchicki

753-6656

Each

"ALL PARTS FOP All CAPS"

'11

804 Chestnut

(Continued from Page 1)
Doran's memories of
his days under Bryant's
tutelage are filled with
notable games, comebacks, and the neversay-die attitude of the
gnd master.
"We'd be down at
halftime of a game and
he'd tell us. 'I've seen
teams score three times
in a minute. 21 seconds'
And I believed him
because I'd seen it happen
'I giiess I'll always
remember our game
against Ole Miss in 1969
when Archie Manning
was quarterback for
them. It was my. first
break 'into the limelight'
as he called it, and we
beat them, 33-32."
That year the Tide went
6-5 and they repeated that
record in 1970, Doran's
senior season.
"We were going
adough a transition
period then, but he told us
not to get discouraged. If
we gOt behind he -always told us we had plenty of
time to come back, and
we believed turn."
But Bryant wasn't
always the nice guy.
Sometimes his predictions were painfully true.
"I remember he told us
once before a game with
Vanderbilt if we didn't
get prepared, we'd get
beat. And we did tie
always knew his players
and his. prophesies were
amazing," Doran said.
Bryant made a point of
knowing all of his players
and most of their parents,
a fact Doran vividly
recalled.
"When we were
freshmen coming into the
cafeteria for the first
time, Coach met us at the
door and shook our hands
and he knew everyone's
name without being introduced. Most of the.
time he asked about how
somebody's morn or dad
was doing. It was incredible."
But Bryant Was an incredible person, Doran
insists, and every day
seemed to create
something more to add to
his legendary status.
"He ran a hard life, but
he ran strong," Doran
said. "He was tough as
nails 'til the end. I'm just
glad he didn't suffer when
his time came."

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

1181 Chevrolet Sattsdals
White, 20 &odes I ton, steel flat bed,
automatic, oir conditioning, power steer,
ing, power brakes, auxiliary tanks,
4I,XXX mils&
•

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
751-2617

'641 S. Murray
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Writer misinterpreted Greene
Sportswriters are a rare breed.
Some say were not human, but take it from the
horse's mouth, we are. Sometimes we can be a real
pain in the posterior to coaches, athletes and the
public general, but who's not at times!
That's why it came as no surprise when I read Billy Heeds article about Hon Greene in Sunday's
Courier-Journal which, according to some,sounded
like Greene was on the verge of leaving Murray
State for greener basketball pastures.
It's a classic case of one man's opinion which can
be interpreted many ways.
But no matter how it's interpreted. Greene says
he's not on the verge of leaving, he's not even looking for another job.
"I've never made an application for another job
since I've been at Murray State. never." Greene
said. "I've never actively sought another job since
I've been here, but several schools ha* contacted
The MSU graduate has been coaching at his alma
meter since 1978 andsays he's happy with Kis situation, although sometimes he's disappointed.
"Sure I'm disappointed we haven't gotten a spade
in the ground for a new basketball arena, but I'm
sure our fans are disappointed too."

t
i
d
o

covering
all fields
B% JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor

Another disturbing aspect of Greene's positional
MSU is the lackof publiAty for his teams ••Even
when we had a 14-game winning streak .we didn't
get much attention outsule of -west Kentucky.
Evansville and Memphis"
At one point this season the Racers had the nation's second-longest winning streak, but the
publicity. especially in the major Kentucky papers!
was nil
Greene says he's worked hard and the people affiliated with the MSU basketball program have
worked hard -to bring credit to Murray State bemg nothing but a positive representative of the
university "

he's not leaving, or looking
And then some sportswriter comes along and
makes it sound like his bags are packed and the
note to the milkman is on the front porch

have those kind of opportunities
Now does that sound like a au) who Zs got the Wife
and kids piled in the (,lr and a road map reads
Naw
But sometimes what a writer writes and what he
means doesn't al way s sound the saint' to ever!. One
Famed Indiana %coach H..bbs Knight t IfkV expressed his opinion of sportswriters -s.oing • Most
of us learn to write by the time %Cry 4 or :) then go
an to other things"
But has the misinterpretation ,its,tut lived
til
umn soured t;reene on sportswriters ' \ot
They're- scary Greene admitted. N'Ofi never
know how they're going to take son i.thung an sa y
I Just thought we deserved
artit le about
Murray State, the te:1111 anti the proi:i ain iii geilera
because we've been doing so we:I:Ark. • •
,
i.reene's attitude is and :1110%.1%
bet'Il one of
prolessional courtt:sy to this %mist and
forting to kn4w he doesn't :tour .1i sports% riters iii
the same basket Also t;iee::e toesn t hold a
grudge against Reed, but he sail he is 1,,,,king for
%ant to being it guest ,in
prior to Murray State sianie ti ill I oinsa ide
sure
I hat was, he so.. in a
he an get his meanina: ,i roar.. orre t la

This is a. more accurate account of the same
-thing I told Billy Reed." 1:reene insisted. passing a
mimeographed article from a „N-e-;as Orleans
newspaper written while MSU was south to pla)
AO'I never mei
Southeast Louisiana Monday
him sports writer before •
From the article by Charlie Chapple. Greene
pointed to a couple of paragraphs expressing his
true intentions about %Iurras State
"After only one season at Mississippi State. '•
Chappleewrites. his , ;reene .11111.1 inater called
and he couldn't resist the, lure of returning He
doesn't regret the decishon
do miss the prestige ot the Sit '. '• 4 lreene said,
"bet'louse that is the prestige league in4Pur area But
we've had such an enjoyable tinre here be.'atLie of
participation in the NIT and ,.onfer.ence championships If really been enjoy.4 hie •
Chapple's article continues
Lc,. had opportunities surce I've been here , MSI to go to the
, -1
Big Ten and Metro Conference,' ;reeve am'
guess as long as .a.ou do a good job ,,,, ,E1 ways

kat

Tigers, Cards fight forlives in New York

ft

By The Associated Press
Two of the nation's Top
Ten college tiasketba11New :Work
and learned that its not
always Fun City.
Fifth-ranked Memphis
State and No.8 Louisville
had to fight for their lives
before coming away with
hard-earned victories
over Iona and Rutgers
Wednesday night in a
Madison Square Garden
doubleheader.
First, Memphis - State
held off Iona 94-88 behind
Keith Lee's'28 points, including a pair of free
throws with three
seconds left when Iona
. called a timeout although
it had none remaining
and was hit with a bench
• technical.
Then, Louisville froze
the ball for more than
seven minutes late in the
game and , nosed outRutgers 54-49 for its
eighth consecutive
triumph.
1.if other games involving The Associated Press
Top Twenty, secondranked Indiana outlasted
Northwestern 78-73, No.6
-Virginia trounced George
Washington 59-44, ninthranked Houston clobbered Rice 76-40, No.12
Arkansas nipped Texas
Tech 62-59. No.13
Missouri defeated Kansas 76-63 and No.15
Georgetown crushed
Seton Hall 71-48.

Top Ten
Memphis State, 15-1.
WA --advantage of foul
problems bY- kina's top
two scorers , Steve
Burtt had 31 points and
Gary Springer added 15
to move,from a 61-S9
lead to 70-61. Lee and
Bobby Parks, who finished with 21 points, each
scored four for the Tigers
during that span.
Memphis State's fteit
15 opponents had averaged only 61.4 points a game
and Coach Dana Kirk.
called Iona "the first
team we've had this year
we couldn't contain offensively."
In the nightcap,
Louisville Coach Denny
Crum said he thought it
was obvious why he
ordered the Cardinals to
freeze the ball with a 5149 lead and more than
eight minutes left.
"We shot 37 percent in
the first half, and I doubt
it was that good in the second half..": he said.
"When you play against a
zone, you don't get any
easy stags. We were
shooting to begin with,
but they obviously didn't
want to come out and
play us."
Rutgers' Tom Young
said • his players didn't
challenge Louisville's
stall "because we were
tired. I wanted to rest our
Players and then come
out and foul with two

minutes to go Who son scored 16 points,
.futures .they're going to grabbed 16 rebounds and
stall against us for five blocked four shots and
the tatatie rs 16-2;_pulledminutes"" _
The • slowdown finally away from George
was interrupted with 31 Washington vin the final
seconds left when Scooter seven minutes Reserve
McCray was .fouled and Jun Miller added ..11
made two free throws. points,, all in the second
Sophomore 'Milt Wagner half
Houston's Abdul
led. the Cardinals with 22
points, • including two Akeem Olajuwon scored
baskets thit gave them a 20 points, pulled down
51-47 lead.
eight - rebounds and reIn Chicago,-Ted Katlic] jected four shots to .lead
scored 29 points after be- the ,Cougars. 16-2. over
ing held scoreless-for the Rice in Southwest Confirst nine minutes and led ference action.
15-1 Indiana. over Nor• ,Second Ten
thwestern in a Big Ten
In another SWC game
game. The Hoosiers trail- at Lubbock. Texas, 16-1
ed through- most of 'the .Arkansas used clutch
first half. but finally went free throws down the
ahead to •.tay early in the stretch to fend off Texas
second half on a three- -Tech Darrell Walker had
point shot bv 'Kitchel and
a basket by Jim Thomas.
Randy Wittman added 25
points for Indiana. While
Art Aaron topped Northwestern with 21, inArk
•
cluding a trio of threeAPI The University of
pointers.
-Kentucky Will open its
)(Ache', who connected 198384 basketball season.
on tow'three-point shots. against Arkansas State,
said he doesn't like this according to an A.SU
new rule.
':I don't like megsmg
The schools will meet
with the game of college Nov 26 at the 23,000-seat
basketball." he said. Rupp Arena in Lexington
-It's a good game You
"This is another step in
don't need new rules and our efforts to continue to
shot clocks. They should upgrade our basketball
leave college basketball program at Arkansas
alone."
State," ASU Coach MarAt Charlottesville,
vin Adams said WednesVirginia's Ralph Samp- dav

18 points for the Razorbacks, who converted 16
of 24 free throw s tin. se
ennd-hatf At Lawrence. kali
Steve Stipanovich soared
25 points arid Jun
poured in 18 of his
in the second half as
Missouri rased past Kansas in a Big Eight gameThe- Tigers are 15-3
overall. 3-0 in league
play
•
• At Landover. ‘1,1
Patrick Ewing had 2-1,
points, 11 rebounds and
four -blocked shots
Georgetown, 1-I-4, puiiimeled 'Nylon flail *the
1.1.1y as scored the first
eight points of the,second
half us part of a 22,2 Wit,
that ,broke open a
cbeittst.

Kentucky won the only
other match ktith Arkansas Slate, a 75-6 shellacking in 1945
Kentucky. currentlia
ranked 10th In Tile
Associated Press poll. is
13-3 for the season
Arkansas State is 10-7
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UK opens 83-84 slate
with Arkansas State
-We realize we will N.
a decided underdog ui t ha.
game, but it will be great
for our players to play m
such a large arena "
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Formerly Amoco Car Wash

We Also Rent Ryder Trucks 753-7362

Murray boxers attend Coke Invitaiional
Murray Police Boxing
Club will be sending team
representatives to fight in
the Coca Cola Invitational tonight in Jackson,
Tenn.
Four boxers, including
last year's champion in
the 132-pound class, will
compete tonight for
MPBC while five others
will be scheduled in bouts
either Friday or Saturday
at the Hayes Community
Center in Jackson.
Shawn Simmons, 22, is

the returning I32-pound Hod Jones.. 'Raging Red'
champion, but tonight „Hon Stevenson, Al Cole):
he'll be seeking another and Eddie Patterson
Because of a lack of
title since his weight
places him in the 139- fighters in their weight
pound category this year. class, Jones and StevenAlong with Simmons' son will be paired against
will be beginners Don each other for the 125Wright, former Murray pound title Saturday
State cheerleader, 'Jab- night.
"That should be a real
bin' Jay Thomas and
Benji Bogard,fighting for good fight," said MPBC
coach David Rogers,
MPBC tonight.
.Others 111110 will fight "because they've sparred
later include Buddy against each other in
Workman, 'Lightning' .practice and they've

always shown a lot of enthusiasm "'
The three-das tournament is sheduledjor first'
year beginn4s and
novice boxers who
haven't won a major tournament. More than six or
seven regional clubs will
be participating incru-ding - Jackson's Star
Boxing Academy,
and - teams from Lexington and Ripley, Tenn-,
Memphis Police Boxing
Club and Oxford, Miss

The ShopsmIth MARK V can help you
become a better woodworker.
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Mandatory jail terms for drunk drivers to be left off version of'slammer bill'
miner
The Interim Joint
Judiciary -Cnnunal Cornmake voted Wednesday
to remove the mandatory
jail time rot first-time
convictums of -dandies'
driving, and instead
would give judges an opnon of ordering jail. fines
or community work.
The options for firstoffenders would include
jail terms of from 48
hours to 30 days. fines
from MO to $500 or community labor in lieu of the
jail sentence..
A judge would have the
option of giving any combination of the penalties
The decision C11111('
after the committee held
seven public hearings
around the Mate last year
on the stammer hill.
which was killed in the
19824;eneral Assembly
, That bill would have required a minimum of two
days in jail for all people
convicted of drunken
driving.
to-chairman Rep
Aubrey. Williams. 1)Louisville. said he felt the
corminttee was saying to
various interest groups
'There is °My -so much
weran do as legislators"
The stammer bill had
been pushed hard during
the session by Mothers
Against Drunk Driving
Williuris hetped kill the
bill in the 1982 session by
holding'it in 'the" House
Judiciary-Criminal Committee. which he chaired
Williams said at the time
he felt the bill Was not
logical and would .cause

It A NKFOR-Ti--virted .4 drunken driving so-called ' slarruner bill"
API
Mandatory pill apparently moll not be in- being r•onsidered by an
ferno for all people eon- eluded in a version of the inter= legtslative corna

•

•

•
4111fil.
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Seek out
the
savin•si
eaiuring: Hom Style Clam
Chowder, Boiled Gulf Coast
Shrimp, Oysters on the HalfShell, Breaded Shrimp, Fried
Oysters, Cod Fillets Fried to a
golden brown, Shrimp,Fried
Rice, 'Breaded — Ocean. Clam
Strips, Select Breaded Oysters,
Breoded Fillet of Cod, Assorted
Hot Vegetables, Salad 'Bar,
Cheese Bar, and Dessert Table:
095
Adults 7

Children 495

Kenlake State
Resort P
j

r
..)
• .1)
'
1

unanticipated problems.
such as overcrowded
jails.'
The interim -ccinunittee
- held seven public hearings around the date on
the bill and several
groups spoke out.agotnst
the mandatory sentences,
including local officials
who say their jails can't
afford the extra costs.
Williams said Wednesday that he still.disagrees
that stiffer penalties are
the answer to the problem of drunken drivers
Ile said a major issue
that "we will have to ad-.
dress in a very serious
fashion" is the area of
plea-bargauung. wherein
drunken dnving charges
are reduced to a lesser offense
"This is where the problem lies." Williams
said
Williams said his committee still has a lot. of
work ahead of it before it
13 ready to come with a
final proposal. He said he
hopes to have more
public heanngs once a
completed bill is tentatively agreed upon by
the committee.
The bill, including the
penatties. could -stilt be
changed before being introduced in the 1984
t;eneral Assembly.
"This -is the first -real
work session we have
had." Williams said "We
have many more
meetings of this nature"
The new proposal
would still be stiffer than
current state law, which
provides fines of $100 to

As the senior citizens of the
drug business, of course Begley s
understands the importance of savings

BEGLEY'S CIO

Asit

rkok,

V.•••[..ar

$200 for first-offenders creased from the current
and does not allow their $100 to 000 to a range of
8200 to SLOW.
incarceration.
The current mandatory
The comnuttee also approved a recommenda- sentence of three days to
tion that the community six months in jail would
labor option be added for remain. The penalty for
second offenders, but that third offenders would
their fines also be in- also remain the same —

Bunning may run for governor
FRANKFORT. Ky.
—
Nothing is official at this stage, but
there are reports thet
state Sen. Jim Bunning.
R-Fort Thomas, may
become a candidate for
governor
According to one
source who deemed to be
identified. Bunning would
be willing to seek the post
if the apparent but
undeclared GOP frontrunner, Rep. 1.arry
Hopkins. R-Ky . decides
AP

Tired judge announces retirement
NEW. CASTLE:. Ky.
. API - Circuit Judge
George F. Williamson
—decided he no longer had
the energy for the job and
announced his retirement
from the bench in the
middle of a case.
Williamson declared a
mistrial during Wednesday's session of a personal injury case in
Henry Circuit Court and
later delivered a letter of
resignation to Kentucky
Supreme rourt Justice
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Save Money with
Begley Products

• 7'/7 qt. disposable bag
• 24000 RPM Dual/Stage
Motor/Fan system
• Big 4-inch canister
wheels
• Handy topside
switch
• Dual-edge
cleaning

Full-time
edge cleaning
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Playtex Tampons
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SALE -
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Candy Bars

Kentucky's unemployMerit rate for December*
1981 was 9.5 percent.
The number of jobless
was an increase of 6,600
over November -and is
35,200 more than for
December 1981.

Ape

Beauty Aids

Hershey's

Asked about his
In his resignation letiesignation,-the-6.3.year--teF,---Willininson-- cam-old Williamson said he plained about the heavy
'suddenly realized, caseload in the 12th Cir'George, you can't cult: which Includes
possibly. by yourself. at Henry. Oldham and
your age and with your Trimble counties,
lack of energy, carry out Oldham District Judge
your- full responsibilities
Dennis Fritz and District
until your term expires."'
Judge Robert Hawkins
Williamson, a judge were appointed special
since 1970, had announc- circuit • judges until
ed that he would retire
replaeewhen his term expired ment-can be appointed.

Ed Blackwell.. a. labor
FRANK FORT. Ky.
AP — A record 192,800 market analyst with the
jObleis Kentuckians _Cabinet for Human
pushed the state's Resources, said the rate •
unemployment rate to compared with a non11 . 3. percent in seasonally adjusted .10.5
December. state officials percent nation al
unemployment rate.
"said Wednesday.

'

00

thts year.

Kentucky unemployment at 11.3 percent-
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not to run and if enough jor league pitching star,
money is made available turned aside talk of a
gubernatorial run,saying
for a campaign.
One Republican leader it was all but certain he
said privately. "I have no- would make a run for a
doubt in my mind if Larry second term in the
doesn't run and Jim gets Senate, where he is the
financial commitments, minority leader
Candmates for the
he'll run."
GOP National Commit- Democratic nomination
teeman Larry Foray of are IA. Gov. Martha
Lexington said that Bunn- Layne Collins, Louisville
ing is apparently "con- Mayor Harvey Sloane
sidering it very- careful- and former state Human
Resources Secretary
ly
Running, a former ma- Grady Stumbo.

Mr,. WWI..

DRUG STORES

i?

30 days to one year in jail.
which Is non-probatabk.
and a fine of from WO to
$1000.
The committee did not
discuss whether to offer
the community labor option for more than two
convictions. •
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Allen Wells
dies today
at hospital

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Overby's mother dies Hasell Paschall rites Friday
Mrs Ola D Hight. 89,
mother of MI'S Rue Overby of Murray died

H.L. Danner's
funeral today
Funeral services for
Harold Lae Danner are
today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Bowlin Funeral
Home, Dresden. Trim
* Burial will follow in
Sunset Cemetery there
Mr. Danner; 66. a
farmer. died Tuesday at
his home.
Survivors include one
daughter, Miss Carol Ann
[tanner. Chicago. Ill.,
two brothers, H.T Danner, Murray. and Harry
Danner, Tullahoma.
Term

Walter Gray's
rites Friday
Services for Walter
Gray will be Friday at 10
a.m. in the chapel of Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
'Dr. David .l'oo wilLoL
ticiate and Mrs. Oneida
White will be organist
and soloist.
Serving as pallbearers
will be his six sons who
Are Walter, Jr., and
Daniel Gray of North
Muskegon. Mich.,
William Gray of
Muskegon, Randy Gray
of U.S. Navy. and Ron
and Jack Gray.Rt. 5.
Burial will follow in
Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Friends may call at the.
funeral home.
Mr. Gray,60, Rt. 5-, died
'Tuesday at his home. The
family had moved to
Calloway County in _October 1977.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Inez 'tine
Pray. to' whom he Wks
married Sept.' 12. 1942:
`-two daughters, Mrs.
William Dill, Fruitport,
Mich.... and Miss Patti
Gray. Rt. 5; las six sons:
four broths; eight
grandchildren.

Wednesday at Hermitage
Manor. Owensboro. She
wits the wife of Dry Hight
who died in IMO.
The deceased was, a
former rallidant ol Crofton where she had retired
as a postal clerk, was a
member of Crofton
United Methodist Church
and WSCS of church, and
was a charter member of
the Crofton Homemakers
Club.
Born July 18. 1893, in
Hopkins County. she was
the daughter of the late
Manon Dukes and Rowe
Stanley Dukes.
Mrs. Hight is survived
by three daughters. Mrs.
Rue i Louise, Overby.
1630 Farmer Ave., Murray, Miss Ha Hight,
Owensboro. and Mrs.
James D (Nina i Bennett. Bowling Green
Also surviving are one brother, G.R. Dukes.
Bowling Green: Cwo
grandchildren. Mrs.
Ruetta 0. Turner, Murray. and Joe Overby.
Owensboro, four greatgrandehddreit
The funeral will be
Saturday at 1 p.m at the
Crofton United Methodist
Church. Burial will follow
in the Rulgetop Cemetery
there.
Friends may call at the
Glenn Funeral Home,
Owensboro, from 2 to 8
p.m. Friday, and .at the
Crofton church *afters 11
a m.Saturday

Resell Paschall. 57. of
Tucson. Ariz.. formerly
of Puryear. Tenn.. died
there Friday.
Coevivors are his wife.
Mrs. Peggy Dancy
Paschall. one daughter.

Mrs. Hutson
dies; funeral
rites today
The funeral for Mrs.
Audie Eunice Hutson was
today at II a.m. in IRDon
Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians. Paris, Tenn
Burial was in Mt. Pleasant Cemetery.
Mrs Hutson. 83,
Cookeville. Tenn.. died
Tuesday at the Master
Health Care Center in
Algood. Term Her hu.sband, Raymond HuLkon.
died April 23. 1978.
Born June 7, 499. in
Henry County. Tenn., she
was the daughter of the
late Leona Cooper and
Charlie Thomas.She-was
a member of Mt Sinai
Baptist Church.
She is survived by two
stepdaughters. Mrs.
Loudene Carlde, Farmington, and Mrs. Maxine
Stoner. Detroit. Mich.,
one son, Harold Wilson.
Cookeville, Tenn.: one
sister, Mrs. Thelma
Williams. Pans, Tenn
five grandchildren

Miss Bits'. Lou Past hall.
twq sons, David and
Steven Paschall. one
grandchild and his
mother, Mrs Thelma
Paschall. all of Tucson.
Ariz.
Also surviving are one
sister. Mrs Patncia Ann
Posten. Memphis. Term :
three brothers. Basil
Paschall. Tucson. Ariz
Max Paschall. Rockford,
ILL. and James Paschall.
Puryear,Term
Graveside services will
be Fnday at 11 am at
the Puryear City
Cemetery Gerald Sykes
will officiate
Friends may call at the
McEvoy Funerlil Home,
Pans, Tenn after p m
today ` Thursday
- — --

law to prohibit music in bars
County passes
•
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court
Xilen C Wells, 88, Rt 3.
died todat at 9 40 a in at
THESE M •RKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED BY
thE Murray -Calloway
['taint). Hospital
A retired farmer. he
was a member id the Lim
KLINT KELLY
MAYFIELD, KY. — 247-0673 or 1-800-592-3488
t;rot c Baptist Church
Horn Dec ?.4. 1896. in
dllin4at Count!,. he was
••••••••
the son of the lateltr and
Mrs Bruce Wells
Mr Wells Is sun it ed
.•
•.
•••
Pr
by his wife. Mrs tuna
•
•
.
Elkins Wells. to whom he
vi•as married on Sept 2,
I.
go •
191:i . 'in.. daughter. Mrs
Flotilla Sparks. LesI.-'.
ingt,in one brother.
•
•L'•
C Wells. Murray .
ior ••
••
three grandchildren. two
great•grandchildren
Max Churchill uneral C. .•••• la a
Horne will be in charge of
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K mart' COUPON
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Your Choice

Mrs. Denham's rites today
Burial will follOw • in
Murray Memorial'
Gardens with arrangements by :Millet
Funeral Home of Hazel.
Mrs Denhani, 78,Hazel. died Tuesday at 7
p.m at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital A
retired Hazel postmaster,
Pallbearers are Gene she .was the widow of
Miller. Bill Forres, Joe Charlie Denham.
Booker Adams, Joe' - She is survived by one
Paschall, Buster sister, Mrs. Boss Brown.
Paschall, Herdrell Murray,iind one nephew,
Stockdale, W.D. Lassiter Max Brown and wife.
Myrtle. Memphis,Tenn.
and Bobby Latimer.

The funeral for Mrs
Lottie Denham is today at
2-:30 p.m. at the Hazel
Baptist Church. The Rev.
James T. Garland the
Rev. Jack Jones are o'fficiating. Mrs. Oneida
White is pianist and
•
soloist.
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Fat removal prqcedure gaining popularity.
s acuuni fat from the surgery tor the first tive Surgeons who travelky
ed to France and
AP # - A Loniaville under the skin Six time last month.
Dr Leonard Weiner. Switzerland last month to
plastic surgeon admits Louisville residents have
that a French surgical used the method to chairman of plastic take a look at clan= of
procedure for, reducing .rc wove u ns lightly surgery at the University excellent results with the
of Louisville. agreed thpt method there
fat sounds -almost bulges.
spedieital," but thinks it
"I think everybndy In the technique wit i %though most of the
American doctors were
town is going to be'doing become popular.
will gain in populanty.
The Process.. ltatnen as it:' said Dr. Norman. Weiner laid -Czile are Wahl.> Skeptical. they
'suction assisted 'ole. one of two among 14 members of the changed their minds.
litecomy." uses tubes and
uisville plastic American Society of (7ole said, after watching
a high-pressure pump to surgeons who performed Plasto and ReeorLStruU' the French doctors performing the procedur•
and observing the results
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effective. Cole said, for
people 40 or younger who
are not extremely
overweight but want ki
trim fat in specific areas
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tuck.' (Jr operations to
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Group Helps Parents
Accept Gay Children

Peel A g Part II
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DEAR AHHY This is an rrpls to Sick Inside a mother
who fears her son may be gas She wrote that her hus
hand had a heart condition and she was afraid he couldn't
handle dim tossing the situation,
Please let that mother knots Thai 111 all the years of
helping parents to understand their gas lesbian children
we hate neser lost a parent Iloweser we do know of
gay lesbian people who has,. committed suicide bet auar
their parents either did not understand them or refused to
as. up! them
,
Whether her son is gas or not sse here at PARENT!
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Esery teen-ager oshnuld know the truth about
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Get _the reel story
emeraict has Kilned •
more profitable and
realistic business and is
e.a-rn_ing S20.000 oer
Call for -an
month
appointment 50? $21
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Model $70 Remington
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Wont Believe
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Can Find In Our
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Apple
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DEAR SOMEWHERE: You and your husband are
wise to wonder. To include such a letter in the wedding invitations would be in very poor taste.
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By Abigail Van Buren
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1 he surgeon cuts .1 hal!
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2. Notice

4. Help Warded

IL Miscellanea

34. Howes ice Reef

a Lots for Sale

SO. Used Trucks

53. Services Offered

S3 Servtces Offered '

MarketSales position
s's. Micro Computers
and related product& in
west Kentucky and
Position
Tennessee
woad in Murray Ac
counting background
helpful Send resume to
P.0 Box 10401)
Taking Avon ap
plications for New
Concord, Hazel. Cross
land. Ky
Lake area.
Panorama Shores. ir
yin Cobb Restort.
Hamlin and Ledbetter
Call 753 0232 or 7531171
anytime Bring this ad
for a special gilt when
applying
Wanted
Experienced
man for auto clean up
Apply in person. Bran
don Brothers Used
Cars
705 S
17th.
Murray. no c alls please

53 Serv ices offereo

Atari cern'idges. River Three bedroom etOutie Ideally iocatea •e
ens,:
1453 to,.1 i' •
NWT
.4 AP.
•i• inc,. • 'ree
Raid. F reaper. Dragon near Ky Lake. washer sidentiel Isgiletng 10' ori
reside''
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S. 7 .
MAIMS
Fire, Pit Fall ancl many and dr y•r .n(144414' LarksPur Dr.w4
•
a.
•,rrre A
•
more Coast to Coast deposit required
Ws ars adr samptiag
c.n
;
753 ing Gatesborove sub
415 41;^
Hardware
753
KW
Offered
di,VitiOn
after
m
11144
Sp
al
appleatimm for As
IrO!
FIREWOOD
Seasoned Three bedroom. I ben U SOO Owner I flan, n,j •
11.
poetise al might
WI .I Ha.--,f %Ai N.
available
• KOPPERLL`
oak and hickory. 16 70". located 4 miles out on 94
•
S••••`
cs,,2 Or •
maw hiparisad
REALTY 75.3 1212
$19 rick
Greenwood. West
Available im
7
'
153 6564
625 a rick delivered and rnediately
b dig wasima's
No pets
,
17! 7
AS. Farmsfor Sale
stacked 753 9e00
753 4406 before 6 00o rn
.s.
cletkimg adassary.
4119
after
435
00
p
m
For
Martin
sale.
hole
12
Approximately 1 7 4,r eS
hesimp mid same
..7•7'.70r•
$••
•••
Box. small 1 and 7 hole Toro bedroom house on on corner Spring C•rei. 4.7 2 1311
.
Sundays la Ike
birdhouses
4 Sites)
641 South. good location. Chur(ri Road an 1
Si, -,•••
Phone 753 1717
scbadeb. Eddied
1624 references and *POMO Rd Cal/41/9 1415
We 0•,!
Olive
required
Call 753 4978
mark* assulhissis,
tOe
ne*
Homes
46.
for
Sa4
1214
/53
or
paid vecalleas, Illsral
4 !• 1
Oregon chain saws
•
chains. 3/8 inch pitch
mare dIscsaaft. Apply
1
s 5 krocij
ac• res Of land
For 16 inch bar, 7 99 /0 37. Livestock Supplies
,";
_ow!
.1 perdu. 11:011 a.m.
pane's the two
99 Wallin
inch bar,
s'' Pr%
101,.' 1•11,
Attention hors. Owners ?tools* .ust
ts 146 p.m.
t.' •
Hardware. Paris
,••
44!_
stall spac e
Murray Sloe,
pasture
.1"C,
Wood for sale 525 a evailapie $30
month • dna windows. I.
a
..DOUSEE D
rn
rick delivered 04 774.4 1361 [3'S,,'1 11.
it
,
Call o s ti., 60
lr"ria good We''
Castral Shaides Ch.
4.4
'1
'
•
'
.06
••
CLEANING
75.3 301C•
'd'ngi/ ant! • •
b..'
ITS,. Kentucky
'
•
V. Mobile Home Sales
• "es $26 600
Roberts ▪ "
_
.
Nay large rOun,.! bales
SERVICE
ROOF
Realty Co.. 753 laSi
$10 507 341 2207
121413 Airliner two be
's.
PROBLEMS?
1. Situation Wanted
drOOM. two Oath tr•iter
Sorrowing Crates us Beautiful and
traci,r,on•I 150Me
ondit,on
good
each
Masa 5 whims? Call
Wanted
Someone 7535500
t s S3. Services °tiered'
knowlegable of stamps 14x70, '3 bedroom, 2 000Mat,c feeders and natural tOne cit.( (Nt
type
159-4444 far mm kmNeed a second opi
Aluminum and Vinyl
unique
very
waterers
APP,,ANCI
.n
gates
head
f
estimate
bath,
to
built new home.
the value of
spiritism' amasser to
v..y•-•fli^
fireplace
Aluminum
nion/
offers
Build up
or
and
siding
▪
CF
ke
,
/•/it
Cali
1366
,
435
i
of
mu*st
sell
Take Over
a stamp collection Call
.and comfort Re'
A i•
•'‘
brigktea raw day.
Residential
local
trim for oil houses It
payments 47 4171
753371)
me master* sod,*
Chlidraa's bee 154references Coll Hugh
stops painting
Would like /o have lob 1975 1200. Three bed
IPublic Sale
S giarhour bar,
'
I'• of" -Cu,
474-8838
hOuse
keeping.
I
MOM,
have
2 bath, On
444S.
Outland 759 171$ or
Jack Glover
sprec.ous • lose?',
references, honest and acre lot well and septic
,k,tchen ,s one MA'
hot, s
753 11076
1113
753
dependable Call 759
central
tank,
heat and
1 4ntat-ze roue, •
• r 2 '•
125S or 753 7377
air. appliances in
h is Answer rho!
• ‘..) 4.6 2
ouged, vutt sett or take
Large twemege
to See ?h.%
t.,
hortlr
liewoneel Beemble
14. Want to Buy
down payment and then
,s,Hng KOPPE Quo. • ;
Soh.
^
Set.
end
Sen.
aearaweed lege
REALTY_ at 1,$i 12_22
3.000 bales wheat YOU take over the
•'
r
•• .
Media bearence
et
payments
WA
753
5142
be
Grocery.
straws Call days 901
1
a nice ) bed,
Regardless a health
fore
after
sp
m
49111719
587 3161, nights 901 344
. oath And 0•••••,,,i
Hwy. 121 South,
Conditions. Pays in
Sp.m. Ask for Ronnie
3062.
arer over 3 Acre. *Oh
New
Concord,
or out of hospital for
1977
Ky.
Marion.
11.6% 7
several Outs -/e • . r•r, SY '
A small retail business
bedroom 2 full baths
ages 0-09
753 9751
Seep to nets and 0,,,,ld-nbs Owner
w showers. all electric.
-no state and Must
Burley Poundage for '82 central heat and air
My/
Call
5-32.000
BENEFITS: Inten••••••• •
or '83 crop 753 0174
unfurnished cook stove
'fealty ANSO< /S3 Mi
is, •
sive Care, Semi.
Dark fired tobacco only
Concrete steps,
MUST SILL
Et !
Private Room,
acreage
Call after flOdd light, blocks an
modeled bider r:orr,
Sp m 435 4238
Surgical. Diagnostic
chors pole and box
Halel
3 bedronLarge dog sized Asking 17.200 Come
Exams & X-rays,
firm , lie room' "• A
look,
(901
offer
make
,
43.
doghouse
Real
4
Estate
3
5
4167
Ambulance, Out Paplumbing And App. ,
(phone has been Out Of 642 6345
Pr rred
es_ silly
tient Surgery.
Order
because
of
ice
SI I- SOO I'd " %err
Sea Tew Ilene Aid AI.
••
N. Mobile Home
Perdue & Thermos
storm, now in service)
•,
offer (All 'Spann
drew for Fel kifenertlie
laureate
Raw furs, raccoon, red Extra nice 1400. 2
Assoc 153 7721
.
Ts:
lox, gray fox, muskrat, bedroom
2- bath, re
Bea Estate
ad MUSD
•
CAnle,hury__
mink, coyote. opossum. ferences required 753
h As
GOINIAL AdafT
641r00m . .
Saathskin Court 4
beaver
Owen Mc
1491 After Sp m
753
ben hOrne lO Offer
-10. kw 751
."
Murray, Kentucky
C lel Ian, P 0 Box 63, 0167
S
spa.'
.
42171
Pulaski, III
62976, Nice 2 bedroom trailer
753-4411
more the ample
Phone 611 341 6316
Name
near Murray No, pets
acre. double garage
49 2611
a/tra( live lot. .! sho •
Address
IS. Artesfor Sale
Isom. Servicik Co
q0 fir5/ 'Call k(Di
Three bedroom. .1'3
City
Three pair of curtains bath, central gas heal,
PERUO REALTY I•
swam. ad
Sidillf
State
Zip
and Sheers Winn', the appliances water fur
.
you show ,.isc to
C1510111 trill1 *Ott
Poo
Print
Th,n. hisvs
45"
length
/83'1277
nished
Coleman Real
vow
Phone
•di ,(1 ,1" 1' A
Ed
ttletteC25 Ca
15
Cali 474 2277
Estate. 753 9198
Infer bedroom
p1 1. ,
stse (,)r
°ease Caw te Coast
•c,:ds the , e
so
153
Stiles
upstairs full twite,r,
Two bedroom, ' mile
Sevin hem Iverym•
from
V1P11.11.rie s
lb. Home Furnishings
5. Lost and Found
flue
heat a •
South of Alm° Heights
11•161141 Sorrice Silky 1900
nook
storm
up
a
••
Lost black labrador Living room sofa, 16 753 5611
1912 CoeavratitY ISM
,itstvow
lows, 501 `muff" 6with white spot oh inches long. Damask Two bedroom mobile
larrivy. lealect y 42071
I .,.
$02 lel 8063
"1 7 '
material, cream back home, l' miles SOuth of
chest. LOSt in the vicin
(SW 733 11116
ity of Penney Area Call ground with light green town, 1175 Call 753 0692
'1
'
Airrtinie
41,Motorcycles
7534111.5.
leaf design. real good after 5 00.
XXI UNISON
I 9.
11 y_amith.a *`..,13S
will the person or condition $175 753 4445
atiolor
Two bedroom furnished
SOULk.1 •
•
Spe,fl
full dress AV
persons willfully re
White Provincial double mobile home
575
licsased 6 Bassild
• ••
..e
1, ,
• •he CloSsif,r•
moving the new lead dresser. ma-tching security deposit
F./.9"-,assette
Si
7
1150
•1 t1,....114•44:-..0•11•4••
F el,r try
mites 7 helmets Atit:
chain from the collar of Langeria chest of per month rent No pets
2
•
Over Si 750 Or Yr.l. taki•
an Irish Setter named drawers, matching '7 Call 753 WO
REAL 1, ist•-,
SY, Boar or Pop ill,
Trooper, return the Size bed. box springs
Camper ,n }raise "44
:nein to its rightful and mattress with A 19. Heat
Cooling
1215 alter .ty rn
owner. The dog strayed frame Comforter dust
Kerosene heaters, all
to the vicinity of lrvan ruffle, Sheets and pillow
have ceramic wicks,
49 Used Cars
Ave. early Monday cases all new, new
automatic ,tip over. cut
A.M. Prosecutions will carpet that fit F
switch, battery
follow if chain is not Murray Manor Apt • 2 Off
4:;iuth 12th at Sycamore
ignation. UL approved
returned. Positive bedroom apt Call 753
9300
BTU.
99
99
6000
753-165 1
FOR SALE
TELEPHONE
Identification can be 8004.
119 99 and up
BTU
made on this chain
privacy in this
if
Appointments
Lots
cads
12000 BTU, 139 99 10000
Harmon and Malone
Mrs. Paulia E Johnson, 17. Vacuum Cleaners
elegant 3 bedrooms, 3
fee veer cilaveniance.
132u, 179 99
Wallin
°motet.
201S. 13th. 759 9432.
Attention Kirby, Filter, Hardware, Paris
2
kolas
Full tics sales
canary
bath
Electrolux owners We
Two burner Kerosun
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SEMI-ANNUAL SALE

*FREE DELIVERY

IF YOU NEED FURMTURE YOU CANNOT AFFORD TO MISS THIS SALE
ONE OF TIE LARGEST SEIECTIONS Of QUALITY FURNITURE IN THIS AREA

This is only a partial Jist. Many other items not advertised!

SWIVEL ROCKERS

LAMPS

1

.

30 To Choose From

1 2

2 PRICE

Over 00 To amiss From

BEDROOMS
1-4 pc. Dixie grouping.
Pecan wood, classic
French Provincial design:
ed triple dresser and
mirror, CORO headboard,
chest on chest and 2
drawer night stand.

I

1949.90
1-4 pc. pine grouping
with deep dental
moulding trim. Dresser
with tri mirror and
gallery, cane panel post
headboard, armoire and
night stand.
2169.90
Peaches and Cream,
classic French design in
antique on-white with
peach stripe. Poster
bed, night stands,
desks, hutch tops, Corner units, dressers, and mirrors.

SOFf.S
1-Merimont loose pillow
bock with arm pillows,
textured fabric in blue
and earth tones
899.95
1-Mariniont straight line
in yellow cotton floral
border print
699.95
1-3 pc. stained rattan
sofa, chair and ottoman.
Navy cotton print
2012.00
1-Marimont Chinese
Chippendale, peach imported damask
899.95
1 -Fairfield strap bock
pillow sofa in off white damask
899.95
1-Marimont Lawson with
arm pillows in brown,
earth, gold and rest stripe
799.95
1-3 pc. sofa, loveseot
end choir. Early
American wing back,
wood trim in nylon
quilted floral. Beige,
rest and hive floral
1599.85

12

PRICE

799.95

799.95
799.95

/
1
2

699.95

1-8 pc: solid oak, 48"
round Formica top
*est& table, lighted
china with glass doors, 6
arrow bock chairs
2788.00
1-7 Pc. dark ask, mixed
extension table, 6 bow
back choirs
1512.00
1-7 pc. camel color
metal frame grouping.
Oval plank top Formica
table with 6 swivel
chairs in camel vinyl upholstery
699.95

MISC.

/
1
2
/
1
2

1 -Fairfield Martha
Washington style,
mahogany frame in Mee,
peach and gold stripe damask 249.95
1 -Fairfield swivel rocker
in shaded rest velvet
279.95
1-Morimont lounge chak
and ottoman. loose
pillow back in brick nylon
velvet
549.95
1-Genvine leather wrap
arm chair and ottoman,
grained beige leather
1299.95
2-Fairfield imported
bamboo carved tub
chairs, came becks and
removable sage great
wilted cushion
19559
ea.
2-Fairfield wrep sres
299.95•
loser choir is We velvet
OS.
2-Fairfield Wein. Ann
_ wings in beige' and earth
time texture weave
379.95 ea.
2-4sirffeld navel rocker,
flettened hack ii, rest
1/2
were dated velvet
299.95

/
1
2
/
1
2
/
1
2
/
1
2

1-Console by Nearedon,
hand pointed ki Tuscan
gold antiqsted with floral
designed panel tips
1325.00
1 -ken chest, illbstalgic
oak with botcher block
top. Glass penis for display
499.95
1-Desk, brass legs end
stretchers, distressed
wood top with one drawer
379.95
1 -Gen cahoot, lighted,
spike for 10 guns, locks
on all doers
399.95
1 -Nall Tree, Chippendale
design in oat** finish.
Fretwork Over mirrored
beck, brass hooks with
spice for umbrellas
349.95
1-3 Pc. table grouping
by Nearedon,
oval pedestal cocktail,
2-osse drawer commodes 711.00
1-Cocktail table, hex 'good shape, gloss top
with brass has.
259.95

LAZY BOY

RECLINERS
/
1
2
ALL GREATLY
REDUCED

•

Many Styles & Fabrics

40fOrStSti
•

3
Jamisoh
OFF

Truckload
Bedding Sale

799.95

DINING ROOM

CHAIRS

•

Large Selection

SOFA SLEEPERS
1-Marinient loose pillow
bad, nylon stripe in
brown, gold and beige
1 -Jamison Early
American, wood trim in
beige, earth and cream
tone Nercelon
1 -Jamison Clasen she
loose pillow back strip*,
copper, brown and beige
1 -Jamison queen she
=hi-pillow beck in
beige and bergandy
floral cotton
1/2 1 -Jamison straight line,
plaid nylon covering in
brown, green andbeige

IANOT:WRGAN

All Sizes
All Qualities
All Prices
Of Jamison
Bedding
All On
Sale

"

'
A

.„
•

Save
Up To

Twin Size

ANA

Regular Size

Reg. Price Per Set $299.95 Reg. Price Per Set $359.95

$17995
SAVE '1 20°°

N.'S21 995
SAVE'14000

Queen Size

King Size

Reg. Price Per Set $499.95- Reg. Price Per Set $649:95

SAVE s200°0
•
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MURRAY STATE
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N'N-CREDIT
CONTINUING
EDUCATION
CONTENTS
EXERCISE AND HEA1.TH
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Women's Health

INTRODUCTION
REGISTRATION INFORMATION
COMPUTERS
Introduction to Computers
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Office of Conferences and
Continuing Education

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY

Niin-11:rrtlit I ontinuing I:ourwr

Spring and Summer, 1983
NON-CREDIT CONTINUING
EDUCATION

University Closings

The Office of Conferences and Continuing
' Education is pleased to announce the following noncredit courses, workshops, and summer youth programs.
These non-traditional offerings enable individuals
to develop ,personally and professionally without
meeting the requirements of traditional credit
courses NO ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS! NO
EXAMS' NOGRADE.S'
The expertise of both university faculty/staff and
individuals from ug-campui is used to provide qtui117,
ty, relevant programming that addresses the continuing education needs of the public and various
business and professional groups.

"Staggered" Scheduling
Unlike Murray State University credit courses,
which are scheduled on a semester basis, non-credit
Continuing Education programs are "staggered" or
scheduled to start throughout the academic
semester.
Most of the spring courses begin the week of
February 21. However, other courses begin dunng
the month of March

When to Register
We strongly recoinmend that you register for a
course or summer program at your earliest convenience. Why' Because many courses have limited
enrollments and are filled on a first-come basis.
Also, early registrations assist us in making final
preparations for the courses. Preregistration is required and by enrolling early, you ensure your place
in a course.
You may register by mailing-in a registration form
with your fee payment. Telephone registrations are
accepted by calling (502) 762-2716, however, they
must be confirmed with a registration form and the
fee.
Registrations are accepted up through the day of
the first class session if spaces are available.

Classes will not meet during the University spring vacation (March 14-181. When Murray State
University credit classes are concelled due to inclement weather or other emergencies, Continuing
Education non-credit classes are also cancelled.

Credit for Continuing
Education Programs

Course Cancellations

Continuing Education Units CEU's) are awarded to individuals for successful completion (80% of
course, time) of qualified non-credit continuing
education programs. The CEU is a recognized unit of
measurement of a non-credit continuing education
experience even though such an educational effort is
not applicable toward a formal degree. One (1) CEO
is awarded for ten (10) contact hours of participation.
Murray State University maintains records of noncredit courses taken and CF:U credit earned by each
student successfully completing a program qualifying for CEO's. Students may obtain transcripts of
CEU's earned by submitting a written requestto the
Office of Conferences and Continuing Education.

If a course does not receive a sufficient enrollment, it will be cancelled and students notified about
48 hours before the first class session.

Tax Deduction for
Education Expenses
Treasury Regulation 1-182-6 permits a deduction
on federal income tax returns for educational expenses incurred to (1) maintain or improve skills
needed in employment or (2) meet express requirements imposed by an employer or law as a condition of retaining employment. Consult the IRS for
more information.

For More Information

•

If you have a question, problem or course suggestion, please call us at (502) 762-2716, 8:00 a.m. 4 30p.m.

REGISTRATION .is Easy...

Confirmations

Refund Policy

1. Return the .registration form with your payment of fees.
2. Come by the Office of Conferences and Continuing Education, 3rd Floor, Sparks Hall. Monday - Friday from11:00a.m. - 4:30p.m.
3: If tune does not permit preregistration by mail
or in person, call (502) 762-7716. A registration form
and fee payment must confirm all telephone
registrations. Sorry, but a place will not be held for
you in a class until the registration form and fee payment are received.

You should receive a registration confirmation
and a campus map at least three days prior to the
first class session. Please call (502) 762-2716 if you do
not receive *confirmation.

1. RegLetration fees are refunded in full under the
following conditions:
a. When there is no more space in the class for
which an enrollment is submitted;
b. When the class is cancelled due to an insufficient
enrollment; or
c. When a refund is requested for withdrawal from
a class prior to the second class session.
2. No refunds will be made for withdrawals after
the second class session.
If you have any questions, please call the Office of
Conferences and Continuing Education at (502) 7622716.

Fees
Payment of fees should accompany the registration form. Additional costs for texts and materials
should not be included in the fee payment.

Non-Credit Registration Form

Non-Credit Registration Form

Name

Name

Soc. Sec.

Address
City

Soc. Sec.

Address
State

Home Phone

City

Zip Cods
•

My check(payable to Murray State University)for $
the following courses:

State

Home Phone

Business Phone
Is enclosed for

Zip Code
. Business Phone

My check (payable to Murray State University) for $
for the following courses:

is enclkosed

Do not include cad caatoainaterlids Grim:tn.Plasm provided*shove information forea& Milldam 1 regiabidisa.
e•
•

Do not include cost of course materials or texts. Mesas provide the above information for each additional registration
•

Mail To Office lig Conferences and Continuing •Educiation. Murray Slide
University, Mown*,KY 42671.

Mail To: Office of Conferences and Continuing Edtgaliiii, Murray State I
-University. Murray,KY 41671.

awinawo4"".
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COMPUTERS
INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS
Computers are creating major changes in the
'home, business, industry, and education. An
understanding of computers is becoming almost as
necessary as knowing how to read and write. This
hands-on course is designed for persons who want to
learn what computers are capable of doing and also
become familiar with computer terminology. Participants will be introduced to pre-programmed software packages and will receive hands-on work with
the Apple II computer. A general information course
for those who know little or nothing about computers.
You will not learn to write programs in this course.
Enrollment limited toi 30 participants. Participants
must be at least 12 years of age.
Six Wednesdays 5:00-7:00 p.m.
February 16-March 30(no class March 16)
Blackburn Science Building, Rm.306 N
$50.00 1.2 CEU's

MICROCOMPUTER
WORKSHOP FOR TEACHERS
June 6-10
The Microcomputer Workshop is open to all
teachers who want to develop skills using microcomputers. The emphasis will not be on programming
but on using technology to assist teachers in meeting
the demands of their daily schedule. Those that attend should develop the following competencies:

I Will be able to use C0111111011 computing ter
minology.
21 Will be able to get a program into the machine
ready to-function.
3) Will be able to use a word processing program to
write and edit communications and manuscripts
1) Will be able to use the microcomputer to store
and calculate grades.
5) Will be able to use authoring systems for writing
and administel-ing test,s.
6) Will be able to use graphics Programs for drawing diagrams and pictures.
7) Will be able to produce lessons and tutorials using the microcomputer as a delivery system.
8) Will be able to help school administrators set up
programs for keeping equipment inventories. activity funds, etc.

Participants will be using the APPLE 11 Plus
microcomputers located in the College of Environmental Sciences' new computing laboratory.
This center contains 20 computers and nearly all the
workshop will be hands on experience. Enrollment is
limited to the first 40 applicants.
Classes will meet from 9:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m, each
day, Monday - Friday. Campus housing will be
available for students. Students will receive 2.6 Continuing Education Units(CEU's) for successful completion of the workshop. Teachers shoilla revest approval of the workshop for in-service credit through
their school district's office.
To receive a brochure providing complete
workshop details please call 1502 762-2716 or write
the Office of Conferences and Continuing Education,
Murray State University, Murray. KY 42071.

FINANCIAL
ESTATE PLANNING
Charles Foster. Instructor, Trust ()Ulcer, Bank of
Murray
This course is designed for initivutuals who are 111
terested in learning.how to protect what they have
earned It reviews the Kentucky probate procedure.
the nature of estate planning, and the basic steps in
planning. such as wills. pant ownership, use of gifts,
deeds, life insurance, social security, trusts, and
retirement programs, including the effect of those on
federal and state taxes Guest speakers will address
specific topics during the class
Five Tuesdays 6 0041 30 p in
February 22-March 29 no class Man h
Business Building. Itm 152 South
$25.00

TOMORROW'S

Another summer with nothing to do? How about trying
your heed Ma computer? no 111113 Summer Youth Compater Camp offers training in coutputors. ref more information.ose Page 7.

-at

nisersity Non-Credit Continuing Coliese‘

PAI.F. 4

FINANCIAL
MONEY MANAGEMENT
FOR WOMEN
Joan Maupm,Instructor
A workshop designed especially for women who
are interested in expanding their knowledge in the
area of money management. Topics to be covered include financial planning for the future; borrowing
anti (mitt purchases credit ratings, credit cards,
installment credit I, savings accounts, checking accounts; insurance ilife, medical, home, and auto);
home financing, anti taxes This workshop will help
you in managing your finances in today's changing
economy Fee includes lunch and all workshop
materials.
One Saturday 9 00 a in _4:00 p.m.
March 26
University Center, Mississippi Room
$30.4)0

SECURITIES AD INVESTINGHOW IT AFFECTS YOU
Betty Boston, Instructor
An introductory course designed for men and
women Recommended for husband and wife to take
togrther. Content The significance of investment to
your family and the U.S. economy; Investing for
safety. income, or capital gains, Alternative investments, including money market funds, mutual
funds, annuities, and investment clubs; Understanding financial pages, balance sheets, and income
statements. The instructor is a Certified Financial
Planner and an account executive with First of Michigan
Corp., a New York Stock Exchange member firm.
member firm.
Eight Mondays 7.004:30 p.m.
February 26-April 25 no class March 141
Business Building, Rm.303 N
$18.00

CAREER SKILLS
BEGINNING/REFRESHER TYPING
May BoazSimmons,Instructor

This course is designed for both the beginning
typist and the person who is interested in up-dating
rusty typing skills. Students will receive an introduction and review of the keyboard and the machine
parts and thitir functions. The typing and punctuaUon will algal* covered. Class exercises will include
accuracy and skill drills in developing typing techniques. Students must furnish their own typing paper.
A textbook will be available for purchase at the first
class meeting for approximately $11.00.
Eight Mondays8:004:30 p.m.
February 21I-April 25(no class March 141
Business Building, Rm.101 N
$40.00
id MU's

BUSINESS ENGLISH
May Boaz Simmons,Instructor
This course will provide you with instruction and
practice in the basic language rules and skills

necessary for success in business, academic, and
social situations. Sentence structure word usage,
paragraphing, and punctuation will be reviewed.
Don't be in doubt know( not no) you are right when
you write. Students will need to purchase a textbook
( approximately $13.00) at the first class meeting.
Ten Tuesdays & Ten Thursdays 12:30-1:30 p.m.
March 1-May 12(no class on March 15& 17)
Business Bldg., Rm.204 North
$40.00 2 0 CFI/'s

EXERCISE-HEALTH
BALLROOM AND WESTERN
DANCING
Charles and Elsie Thurman,Instructors
Have fun, make new friends, and build confidence

by learning how to dance. Slow dancing, fast dancing, Latin dancing and western dancing will be

SELF IMPROVEMENT
COPING WITH MATH ANXIETY

taught. This class not limited to couples.
Five Mondays 7:30-9:00 p.m.
February 28-April 4(no class March 14)
Stewart Stadium, Rm.226
$25.00 per person

BEGINNING MARATHONING

Peggy Phelan & Mike Stewart, Instructors
Adam Laming III, Instructor
This course will help people assess their level of
A combination of lectures and training runs
math anxiety. Following assessment, various
directed toward the physical conditioning required to
strategies for dealing with the anxiety that some peocomplete either the 13 mile half-marathon distance
ple experience with math problems in school or in
or the ultimate goal of all distance runners, the 30.2
everyday life will be presented. Topics include:
mile marathon. Each session will consist of a lecture
desensitization, problem solving, and consumer
to be followed by a group training run.
math. Text, Your Numbers Up, will cost $10415.
Nine Wednesdays 5:30-7:00 p.m.
Six Mondays 7:004:00 p.m.
February 23-April 27(no class March 16)
March 21-April 25
- Carr Health Bldg., Rm.105
Lowry Learning Center, Ground Floor
$15.00
624.

LOGICAL REASONING:
FIRST PRINCIPLES
Wayne Sheeka,Instructor

This course will identify some important principles
Involved in logical reasoning. The four dimaimirions
will include both lectures and exercises. The exercises are designed to assist the student in recognizing
and isolating logical arguments found in various
types of discourse such as magazine articles, books,
and speeches. Additionally, the exercises will afford
an opportunity for the student to apply logical principles to actual composition.
Four Wednesdays8:0041:00 p.m.
March 2-March 30(no class March la)
Faculty Hall, Rm.504
$20.00

UNDERSTANDING AND
COPING WITH STRESS
Dr Thomas F. Holcomb, Instructor
Stress is a fact of life. It can be either a positive
energizer or can build to unhealthy levels which take
a toll on the individual both physically and onotioruilly. This course will help participants gain a
greater understanding of what strew is, recognize
common sources of stress and, in particular,

recognize the physical symptoms associated with
negative dress. Individuals will also be helped to examine and explore their own personal stressors as
well as become aware of alternatives for coping and
managing this stress. Relaxation training and tension reducing techniques will be featured.
Three Thursdays 8:00-8:30 p.m.
March 24-Aprtll.
Room to be aallenced
$25.00

DANCAEROBICS
Unda Haverstock & Cathy Mattis

Are you bored with the monotony of jogging? Considering a more enjoyable form of exercise? Dancable? If so. Aerobic Dancing is an enjoyable way for
you to get a physical and mental turie-up. The class is
designed to help you develop your stamina while having fun, stabilize your pulse, and tone your muscles.
Class format consists of continuous simple dance
movements and steps. In addition, pulse rate will be
taken and monitored. Well supported tennis shoes
are recommended. Enrollment limited to 35.
Twenty Mondays& Wednesdays 9:30-10:30 a.m.
March 21-May 10
Carr Health Bldg.,South Gym
$60.00

RACQUETBALLDavid Kennedy,Instructor
A course for beginning and intermediate players
with emphasis on strokes, strategy, and court

awareness. Racquets will be available for persons
who do not have their own.
Eight Saturdays 10:00 a.m.-12 Noon
February 31I-April 23(no class March 19)
Carr Health Building.ind Floor, Racquetball Courts
$40.00

WOMEN'S HEALTH
Ruby S. Lindsey Black, Instructor
This course is designed to help women develop an
awareness of
"`• -Imode and iseir- The focus is on
preventive care, including topics related to: conditions of the breast Ned cervix; body image; nutrition
and exercise; 1111111.11; welfare and Poverty; sexually
tranernittod dIggasss; and reproductive choices.
Four Wedniz"11114:30 p.m.
March =NMI Hall. Rm.19.
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PERSONAL INTEREST
AMATEUR RADIO LICENSE,
ADVANCED CLASS
Ken McGary and William Call Instructors
- A study of Mom code, electronic theory.and FCC
rules in preparation for the FCC General or Advanced class Amateur Radio license exam. Participants
are expected to have already passed the FCC Novree
class exam. Supplies include. ARRI,license Manual
- $4.00 and ARK',Code Kit-$8.00(optional ).
Ten Mondays 7:00-9:00 p.m.
February 14-April 25(no class March 14 )
Amateur Radio Station,Swami Hall
$5.00

BEGINNING ORGANIC
GARDENING
Mike Miller, Instructor
Growing vegetables in west Kentucky without synthetic fertilizers or pesticides. Text, Insect Pests and
The Basic Book of Organic Gardening, will be
available for purchase at the first class session.
Five Tuesdays 7:00-8:30 p.m.
February 22-March 29(no class March 15
Faculty Hall, Ftm. 102
810.00

beginners. The first class will be used to go over all
supplies and their uses and to paint a strawberry
(supplies for this first class will be furnished Student must furnish all supplies for remaining classes.
Oil paints, brushes, and other supplies usually cost
$35-$40. We will have these supplies available for ourchase at class meetings. Projects will include a
stroke owl, zinnias, "rub-out" girl, pen and ink painting, and a raw wood painting.
Six Mondays 6:30-9-00 p.m.
, February 26-April 11 inoclassMareh 141
Business Bldg.. Km. 154 South
$18.00

ment of English. The workshop is,coinposed of three
sections Science Fiction, and Poetry Each
student will seleil the genre he or she wishes to it
centrate on. and there will be intensive workshop
sessions, as well as individual conferences for each
student
The major goal of the workshop is, id .ourse. to
help participants improve their writing. hut a Set oil
dary purpose is to provide an opportunity for sustained dialogue among writers. Come prepared to share
and discuss both your work and your writing ex
periences Because of the short duration of the
workshop. participants can eijwct to devote inost of
each day to workshops and individual conferences
with staff The three evenings of the workshop.
however. will tw reserved for readings. awl you will
tw urged to attend the reading of each staff member
Faculty for the workshop includes Ken Kidlike!'
Fiction. Jean lorrah Science Fiction, mid David
Wojahn - P(wtry
The registration fee is 64))(x)for students and $65 1041
for non-students Ca minvi housing t 624 oo double,
$36 Oa-single and meals $2.." (x) are -available if
desired.
To register for the workshop or to receive a
brochure providing additional details, please call
r302) 762-2716 or write the Office of Coidererfces of
Continuing Education. Murray --S4444-e--UniverSity.
Murray. K y 42071
Specific questions concerning the workshop pro- gram should be directed to Ken Smith. 1>epartment
of English. Murray State University-. Murray. 1.s. :y
42071, ( 502) 762-2401.

TRACING YOUR FAMILY:
METHODS AND SOURCES
Dorothy Byrn, Instructor
Learn how and where to search for your family
Location of Federal. State, and County records including military. Assistance -on your family chart
and wilting a family history. Enrollment limited
Seven Mondays 5.30-7.00 p.m.
February 28-Aprir18 I no meeting March 14
Pogue library
$20.00

PARENTING
1,1

CAKE DECORATING
(Basic)
Ruth Eversrneyer, Instructor
Bask cake decorating for nonprofessional
decorators. The cost of equipment and materials
($12.00) will be collected at the first class meeting.
Limited to 30 students.
Three Mondays6:20-9:00 p.m.
February 2I-March 7
Applied Science Bldg., Rm.N306
$14.00

NOWT° NMI A
-KENTUCKY
RIFLE

toNG

Joe Kessler,Instructor
Learn the procedures and techniques used in constructing the Kentucky long rifle, stock shaping.
casting. working brass and silver, wood carvidg and
metal engraving. Project materials and basic tools
will need to be purchased by the students. Costa will
be discumed at the first class meeting. Limited to 25
students.
Ten Mondays 1:30-9:00 p.m.
February 21-April 25
Murray High School, Woodworking Shop
$35.00

TOLE AND
DECORATIVE PAINTING
Janice Canter,InsIenctor
Tole' originated from a French word inesudng
"tin." Today the word has been Americanized to include almost any method of painting. This clam is for

imtentieng I.rtir.,r.

PARENTS IN CHARGE:
HOW TO KEEP CONTROL
OF YOUR FAMILY

ELDERHOSTEL

Lawrence W. Marrs, Instructor
The time has come for parents to take charge
again...It's time to reverse the permissive trend of
the past few decades. This course provides a surefire system for establishing family standards and
sticking to them. You should ioin us for this course if
(1) You believe that your family would be better off
with parents in charge of things rather than surrendering totally to children, psychologists and other
child rights advocates; (2) You wonder how to instill
values, manners and -good . behaviors" in your
children; (31 You are concerned about what is happening to kids raised in permissive families;(4) You
want to establish high standards in your family that
reflect your beliefs and common sense:(3)You want
to develop a reasonable and firm discipline and
reward program. Test- "Parents In Charge: How To
Keep Control of Your Family" (approximately
$7.30), will be available for purchase at the first clam
meeting.
Five Mondays6:30-9:00 p.m.
February 21-March 31(no meeting March 14)
Special Education Building, Rm.210
$30.00-Individuals,350.00-Both Parents

WRITING
JESSE STUART CREATIVE
WRITING WORKSHOP
June 1040
TheMse Stuart Creative Writing Workshop is
sponsored by the Murray State University Depart-

SENIOR CITIZENS
Elderhostel is a one-week program of educational, cultural, and recreational activities for persons over 60 years of age A wide range of liberal arts
and science courses that explore all aspects of the
human experience is offered. These non-credit
courses are taught by regular faculty members of
the University There are no exams, no grades, and
no required homework, although professors are
pleased to make suggestions for outside reading and
study. Hostelers may take up to three courses,per
week
Elderhostel I Courses June 19-25
1. Right vs Wrong The Psychology of Morality
All of us are confronted with the question,"What is
the right thing for me to do" This course will consider questions of morality from within a
psychological framework.
2. The Near Fist Dilemma
The geographical, cultural, political, and
economic forces contributing to the problem of the
Near East may take us to the brink. What should we
do?
3. Toys and Play
A historical look at toys, especially those used in
our youth, and study of play theories. A tour of a toy
manufacturer and making a whlindaddle will be
featured.
Elderhostel II Courses June 31-Jilly 2
I. West Kentucky: Historibil Insights
Look at early settlement and development before
the 'Civil War and major changes since that time.
Trips to nearby historical sites will supplement this

a.

2. Sharing Written Memories
You've lived a full life during one of the most Ineras in the history of man. This course will
help you put some of the.. memories intoIMMO&

I rti“.r..ii% \on-I:malt ontinuing Cour.e%
•••••C

SENIOR CITIZENS
3 Field Biology Western Kentucky Forest and Lake
Country
Viewed through the eyes of a knowledgeable
biologist you, will explore the natural surroundings of
this unique region. Day and night field trips highlighi
this course.
Since Elderhostel is primarily a program for
residential students who travel from campus to campus, we only have a limited number of spaces
available for commuters. Elder citizens interested in
learning more about the possibility of attending the
Murray State University F:lderhostel program
should call the Office of Conferences and Continuing
Education at ; 502; 762-2716.

Other Programs
SPECIAL COURSE REQUESTS
Continuing Education courses are available
when and where requested, assuming that adequate
enrollments and instructional facilities are
available Advisory services are available to
organizations seeking assistance in identifying
educational needs and in developing and offering appropriate courses. Please write the Office of Conferences and Continuing Education; Murray State
University, Murray,KY 12071 or call (502) 762-271610
discuss specialized course needs.

MANAGEMENT AND PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
These programs are being planned for the summer and fall to address the specialized educational
needs of professionals and managers in business, industry, health and government. They attempt to provide the professional and manager with up-to-date
Information and to develop the skills and understanding needed to better perform their dulls and
responsibilities.
The management and professional continuing
education programs are usually offered as 1-3 day
seminars or workshops on the University campus or
at other appropriate meeting locations.
Program instructors are individuals from the Murray State University faculty, the faculties of other
universities, consultants specializing in • certain
areas, or professionals in the field.
The schedule of these management and professional development programs has not been completed. Please call the Office of Conferences and Continuing Education at (213) 713-2716 to receive a
brochure of programs to be offered.

SPEAKERS BUREAU
The Murray State University Speakers Bureau is
a service providing university faculty and staff as
speakers for civic, fraternal, church, or other group
meetings. A number of informative and interesting

speakers are available to discuss a wide variety of
topics. There is no charge to organizations for this
service.
If your organization is seeking a speaker for an upcoming occasion, perhaps you should request a
Speakers Bureau brochure which list the names of
speakers available as well as the topics they can address.
- Please call iSO2i 762-2716 to request a brochure or
to discuss your speaker needs.

ENERGY MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE
PROGRAM-SMALL BUSINESS
Phil Sparks and Mike Joplin Instructors.
Small businesses can now receive help with
managing and reducing their energy cost through
the Energy Management Assistance Program.
Through this program, area businesses have
available to them a program offering individual consultation concerning energy management for their
business. Information covering thirty (30) different
categories of business is offered, plus group presentations tailored to various types-of business organization. The program is a free service through M.S.U.
and the Kentucky Department of Energy. For more
information interested persons may call 502-762-2190.

CONFERENCES AND
CONTINUING EDUCATION AT
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
Murray State University regularly shares its
facilities and services with professional, educational, business, civic and other groups in fulfilling
their conference, seminar, workshop or other
meeting needs.
Conference and continuing education, housing,and
food service personnel are available to provide you
with planning, administrative, and logistical support
for your meeting.
A variety of settings are available to accommodate
your meetings. The University Center, a multipurpose building completed in 1981, provides complete conference facilities for almost any type of
gathering. Included is an auditorium with theater
seating for 336, a meeting and banquet room with a
dining capacity of 1.000, and several meeting rooms
to acconunodate groups ranging in size from 10-90.
Also located in the University Center are the
University Book Store, howling lanes.•games area.
crafts center, music listening room and cafeteria.
The West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition
Center, located about one mils west of the Murray
State University campus on the 364-acre University
Farm, is suitable for such events as Indoor riding,
rodeos, tractor pulls, horse shows, science fairs,
wrestling matches, concerts, motorcycle races, dreams,and various exhibitions.
For additional information regarding facility
description, fem, and available dates, you may call
the Office of Conferences and Continuing Education,
(502)763-2716 or 7624630.

SUMMER YOUTH
PROGRAMS
Youth of varying ages are invited to join over
1,500 other youngsters to participate in a wide variety of recreational and academic camps in the 1983
Summer Youth Program.
Whether the interest is the honing of athletic skills,
the concentrated study of art or computers,or just to
have fun and meet people of similar interests, the
Summer Youth Program has - something for
everyone.
In planning a summer activity, take a quick look at
many interesting camps going on at Murray State
University.

ACADEMICALLY TALENTED
YOUTH PROGRAM
July 10-16
The first annual summer program for academically talented students will be held on the Mittray State
Campus in July, 1983. The program,for students who
are entering grades 9, 10. 11 or 12 will include six different study areas from which participants may
choose. MSU professors have planned stimulating,
challenging experiences for those who attend.

ART HONORS WORKSHOP
June 12-18
This workshop has been designed to provide intensive training for the serious high school artist who
wishes to advance his or her skills and portfolio
through a concentrated program of instruction. Both
first time participants and those who will be attending for a second minuner will receive a challenging
and informative experience. The workshop will emphasize both drawing(wet and dry media)and painting (oil). Enrollment is limited to thirty-six participants.

BENNIE PURCELL'S
MID-SOUTH TENNIS CAMP
camps
June 5-17
June 19-July 1
July 3-15
The Tennis Camp has as its objective the teaching
of tennis, the sport for a Lifetime, in a manner which
will improve the physical fitness and self-confldence
of those who participate. The daily program will consist of exercise, drills, lectures, demonstrations,
films, and individual and group instruction.

BUDDY HEWITT'S GOLF CAMP
(2camps)
June 14.14
July 17-22
This camp has been developed for the purpose of
developing young golfers. A daily schedule will provide for instruction in all phases of the game.with
practice time in each of those areas. Special attention will be given to quality instruction on an individual basis. The camp will be conducted at the
new Murray State University and Miller Memorial
Golf Course. Instructors will Include LPGA & PGA
members along with National Golf Foundation Consultants.
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CASAVANT CAVALCADE
July 4-8
The Casavant Cavalcade of Performance
Workshops seek to serve .those band directors and
students who strive for excellence in their marching
band performances. Workshops are conducted for
field conductors/drum majors, rifle squads, flag
corps, baton twirling teams, dance and pompon and
directors.

COMPUTER CAMPS
4 camps)
The computer camps are open to students with an
interest in developing their Skills using the computer. Students will spend most of the time in handson experience with the Apple learning how to use
prepared programs and how to write simple ones of
their own'. They will also be exposed to the many
careers that are available because of the computer
revolution, including a discussion of the type oftraining needed.
Camp I June 12-17 For High School. Students
- without computer experience. A general introduction
to computing and introductory programming.
Camp II June 19-24 For High School Students
without computer experience. A general introduction
to computing and introductory programming.
Camp III June 26-July 1 A sequential camp to Computer Camp I or II. For High School Students who
have had Computer Camp I in either 1962 or 1963.
Also for those who have had significant background
in school. The topics will include higher level Basic
programming and Pascar
Camp IV July 10-10 For those students in Grades 511 who would like an introduction to computing and
programming.

GRAPHIC ARTS AND BLACK
AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHY
(Scamps)
June 13-17
June 20-24
Theme two workshops are designed for students of
Graphic Arts and Photbgraphy.newspaper and year-

book editors andAtaff, or other students interested in
the interesting and challenging fields involved with
the production of printed materialx or the production
of photographs to be used in printed materials The
workshops offer a week of intensive work. equally
divided between printing .activities and black and
white photography activities. Planned recreational
activities will be included in the workshops Students
who are eligible to attend are high school students
who are juniors and seniors during the 19112-83 school
year.

HEART OF DIXIE
June 19-23
Classes will be held for beginner, intermediate.
and advanced twirlers. drum majors, pom-pon
corps, dance and drill teams, and flag and rifle
corps.

LADY RACER BASKETBALL
June 19-24
The Lady Racer Basketball(*amp has been designed to meet the needs of girls at the junior high and
high school level. The major ramp emphasis is placed upon basketball fundamentals. Campers receive
daily instruction on basketball fundamentals
in
small group settings where they have the opportunity to experience individual instruction and to
demonstrate basketball skills

RACER FOOTBALL
June 26-July 2
The Murray State Racer Football coaching staff,
along with guest instructors, will provide instruction
in the fundamentals of all areas of the game of football. Campers will be divided into age-groups and instructed according to each group's mental and
physical capabilities. Training and conditioning
work will include weights for special skills and drills
aimed at producing successful players.

I

I

RON GREENE'S BOYS
BASKETBALL CAMP

.

OW.

2 camps s
June 12-17
June 26-July 1
To become a great basketball player, each
athlete
must learn the filndainentali of the game The
design
of this camp is to give each camper a
burning desire
to become a top player Campers will be
exposed to
developing both I diensive and (lefensive skills
plus
gain valuable experience by. playing against
the best
competition in the Mid -South The. Ha( er ()aching
staff, along with invited coaches. will be present
to
insure top flight instructom

SOCCER
I )(ate to tw Annoutivil
A camp to Provide instruction in the fundamentals
of SIN'rer Director of the camp. Lee Barron, has
played professional so(•cer with the t'leveliind
Cob-ram- and the Port Vale Football Club of England
Ile has been instructing at youth camps Sint'e 1972

SWIMMING (ADVANCED) June 5-10
• This camp is designed to provide advanced instru,
hon in principles and techniques 4i e endurance,
times, starts, turns. etc The function of the camp is
to refine skills among swimmers who are good swimmers and have some interest and experience in competitive swimming Swimmers in this camp should be
able to swim each of the four basic coMpetitive
strokes

UCA CHEERLEADING CAMP
June S-6
Universal Cheerleading Association is a nationally
recognized training program for cheerleaders. ()tiered in many places across the country, the
cheerleader training available in this three-day
camp is the best you will find in the country.

I'm
I
interested in additional information regarding
t,
he 1983 Summer Youth Program. Please send me a
brochuiri-Providing complete details of the following
camps.
.

SUMMER YOUTH
PROGRAMS
Academically Talented Youth Program
Art Honors Workshop
Bennie Purcell's Mid-South Tennis Camp
Buddy Hewitt's Golf Camp
Casavant Cavalcade
Computer Camps
Graphic Arts and Black and White Phigography
Heart of Dixie Caps
lady Racer Basketball
Racer Football
Ron Greene's Boys Basketball Camp
Soccer Camps
Swimming Camps •
UCA Clseerleading Camp

•

Name

I

Address

Ltalm

City
Zip Code

Mail To: Summer Youth Program, Office of Conferences and Continuing Education, Murray State
'
.
University Murray,KY 42071
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